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Now and Again It Flowers,1973
Acrylic on Canvas
258cm x 183cm diptych
Private Collection Kuala Lumpur
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ENTERTAINMENT IN THE CITY

OUR KING’S
EXHIBITION

MAY 2 – SEPT 4
ROYAL MUSEUM, KUALA
LUMPUR
In conjunction with Sultan Muhammad
V’s installation as the 15th Yang diPertuan Agong, the Royal Museum is
holding a three-month long exhibition on
a large collection of the King’s personal
memorabilia.
The exhibition will give visitors the
opportunity to get a closer look at the life
of the new King through the displays of His
Majesty’s personal collection comprising
identity card, driving licence, badges,
school uniforms, Quran, rehal (book rest),
diving sets, archery equipment, polo horse
saddles and recreational bicycles.

ENTERTAINMENT IN THE CITY

DINOSAURS ALIVE IN
KUALA LUMPUR
JULY 1 – DEC 31
MATIC LANAI (MALAYSIA
TOURISM CENTRE),
KUALA LUMPUR

A fun-filled, immersive and interactive
family experience under a massive, airconditioned Big Top populated with over
30 live-size moving, roaring creatures from
the Jurassic Age.
Tickets: RM15
Tel: +6 010-313 0118
www.dinosaursalive.asia

Grab this opportunity to view some rare
royal memorabilia because not only do
you get to learn about Sultan Muhammad
V but you will also be stepping inside the
former Istana Negara (National Palace),
which has been turned into the Royal
Museum.
Tickets: Free
www.jkkn.gov.my
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PENANG BON ODORI
FESTIVAL
JULY 1
ESPLANADE, PENANG

A traditional and merry Japanese festival
that is celebrated with dances and lively
drum performances to welcome the
homecoming of the ancestral spirit
Tel: +604 650 5136
www.visitpenang.gov.my

WHEN CLASSICAL
MEETS POP

DSGC: CYCLE AND
RECYCLE IN STYLE

BENGAL TIGER AT THE
BAGHDAD ZOO

Come and enjoy an afternoon of
instrumental music presented by Music
Specialists, a music academy in Penang
headed by Peter Lo, featuring classics by
Mozart and Beethoven to popular hits by
Teresa Teng and Bruno Mars and many
more.

Do Something Good: Connect, July edition
is all about sustainability. We’ve heard this
word time and time again but it is more
important than ever to really understand it.
Humans have left behind a carbon footprint
that our next generation may not be able to
fix. We think it’s time to learn the complexity
of it in order to alter our habits in our
everyday lives to be more sustainable.
“Cycle”, “Recycle” and “Style” relate to our
three speaker sponsors:
1.Danial Shafri- On the basics of carbon
footprint and Q&A moderator.
2. The Basikal- On the simplest yet effective
transportaitional sustainability- CYCLING!
3. Biji-Biji- On reducing waste by reusing
them creatively.

The streets of Baghdad are torn asunder
by the Iraq War. Within the city’s ruins,
two American soldiers and an Iraqi
translator are haunted in the conflict.
Amidst the chaos, a quick-witted tiger
roams the streets attempting to find
meaning and redemption, but the reality of
war is not so forgiving.

JULY 2
STAGE 1, PERFORMING ARTS
CENTRE OF PENANG

Tickets: RM40
www.ticketpro.com.my

JULY 4
THE BASIKAL, 90 JALAN
BANGSAR, KUALA LUMPUR

JULY 7 – 9
STAGE 2, PERFORMING ARTS
CENTRE OF PENANG

Rajiv Joseph’s groundbreaking play
explores the sheer power of human will,
the dire consequences of violet acts and
the endless search of God in a world of
suffering.
Tickets: RM40 - RM103
Tel: +604-899 1722 / 2722
www.ticketpro.com.my

Tickets: Free
www.eventbrite.com

01-31

07-09
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BORNEO FASHION
WEEK 2017
JULY 7 – 9
BORNEO 744

Borneo to the World. From July 7 to 9,
Kuching city will present its first ever
fashion week. Borneo Fashion Week
2017 will present 20 acclaimed
international and Malaysian designers
in the island of Borneo’s most important
fashion event. Attended by a host of key
influencers, socialites and VIPs in the
business, fashion and lifestyle arena,
celebrities, retail entrepreneurs and
the country’s foremost media, this will
consolidate Borneo’s position on the
world stage of fashion. BFW17 serves
as a hub for young independent and
creative talents. During the event, all
emerging designers will be competing
for the award and a fashion scholarship
from Lim Kok Wing University worth
more than RM100,000. “The Most
Promising Designer Award 2017” will be
announced on the final day of the event.
The panel of judges are Amir Luqman and
Datuk Raymond Von Jolly.
Tel: +6012 6093 224
www.borneofashionweek.com
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GEORGE TOWN
WORLD HERITAGE DAY
JULY 7
PENANG

An occasion to commemorate the day
George Town was included in the
UNESCO World Heritage List of Cities
and Sites, on 7 July 2008
Tel: +604 261 6606
www.heritagecelebrations.info

JOSEPH KHOO &
FRIENDS CONCERT
2017

JULY 8
ARENA OF STARS, GENTING
HIGHLANDS
A Guangzhou, China native, Joseph
Koo Kar-Fai, is one of the most respected
composers in Hong Kong. Joining this
legend will be respected figures from the
Hong Kong Cantopop world including
singer Frances Yip Lai-yee, vocalist Elisa
Chan and actors/singers Teresa Cheung
Tak-lan and Gallen Lo Ka-leung.
Tickets: RM232-RM632
Tel: +603 2718 1118

07

GIVING BACK CHARITY
CONCERT 2017
JULY 8
STAGE 1, PERFORMING ARTS
CENTRE OF PENANG

Dance99 presents its 5th charity drive,
Giving Back Charity Concert 2017, this
coming July at the Performing Arts Centre of
Penang. All proceeds from the event will go
to the Children’s Protection Society, Penang.
The concert includes dance performances
from Mirabella, a professional Middle
Eastern dance troupe and students of
Dance99, along with those from invited
dance studios in Penang, namely K&T
Dance Academy, Yi-Concept Dance
Studio, LeQMo Dance & Art Home and
2 Five Steps Dance Academy. Various
dance forms will be showcased that night,
which include, modern jazz, kPop, Lindy
Hop, Hip Hop and various styles of the
Middle Eastern dance (more popularly
known as bellydance). Besides dance,
this year’s concert includes a special
Wushu performance by Ding Feng Wushu
Academy.
Tickets: RM50
Tel: 012-4236502/012-4610129
www.dance99.com.my

COMEDY CENTRAL
STAND-UP, ASIA!

JULY 13 – 14
HGH CONVENTION CENTRE
Ring the alarms. Stock up on rations. Bolt
your doors. Prepare yourself.
‘Cause the Asians are out, and they
are ready to take over.... the Stand Up
Comedy Stage!
Wait no longer as Comedy Central’s,
Stand-Up, Asia! comes back in its second
season harder, faster and stronger with an
incredible line-up like none other, LIVE in
Kuala Lumpur this July.
Two big comedy nights, 16 of the hottest,
funniest and boldest Asian comedians
- eight hilarious comedians each night,
promising a whole load of laughter. It will
be one heck of a show.
Get hooked on these Asian comedians
while they school you on how unexpected
life can be as they twist and turn what it
means to be Asian.
Tickets: RM100- RM250
www.comedycentralasia.com

HARRY POTTER AND
THE PHILOSOPHER’S
STONE IN CONCERT
2017
JULY 15 – 16
PLENARY HALL, KUALA
LUMPUR CONVENTION
CENTRE

For the first time in Malaysia, audiences
will experience a symphony orchestra
performing music to the entire film from
one of the most beloved film franchises in
history.
The concert will feature the live symphony
orchestra performing, to picture,
every note from Harry Potter and the
Philosopher’s Stone. Audiences will
be able to relive the magic of the film
in high-definition on a 40-foot screen
while hearing the orchestra perform John
Williams’ unforgettable scores.
Tickets: RM428- RM588
Tel: +603-78807999
www.ticketpro.com.my

15-16
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VIPER CHALLENGE
2017

JULY 15
HORSE RANCH GOHTONG
JAYA, GENTING HIGHLANDS
Known as Asia’s Largest Obstacle Course
Running event, Viper Challenge is a
brainchild of Original Bootcamp Sdn
Bhd, a company that is also known for its
fitness programme. Started in 2013,Viper
Challenge has now become immensely
popular, with frequent sold-out events and
currently has over 90,000 enthusiasts
participating in its events locally and
internationally. Viper Challenge events has
multiple formats, catering to the masses
as well as the elite few. From the more
family oriented Revrun to the mentally
and physically demanding Viper 2 Four,
Viper Challenge is known to push the
boundaries of not just physical events, but
also the landscape of health & fitness in
the region.
Tel: 012 668 2267
www.viperchallenge.com

15
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THE CROWNING
GLORY
JUNE 25 – JULY 25
SUTRA GALLERY

Sivarajah Natarajan presents an exhibition
of paintings and sculptures highlighting the
theatrical head decorations used by native
performers from around the region. These
include the Rukothu, Makyong, Chinese
Opera, Menora and Javanese dancers.
Sivarajah’s underlying aim is to immortalise
the magic of dance in his work, allowing
the viewer to experience this partly through
his study of head dress.
Tel: +603 4021 1092
www.klcityopera.com

PEOPLE’S CHOICE
AWARD 2017

JULY 28
GALAXY BANQUET HALL,
JALAN LIMA, KUALA LUMPUR
Brand Yourself People’s Choice Award
(PCA) was introduced in 2015 by Datin
Winnie Loo and Steve Wee, inspired
by the commitment of all outstanding
personalities in achieving their success.
The award aims to recognise these
outstanding individuals for their significant
breakthrough and extraordinary
achievements in their areas of expertise.
This year, the award is brought to a
higher level where entrepreneurs from
10 countries are invited to participate in
PCA 2017 with two nominees from each
country.
Now on its 3rd year, the People’s Choice
Award continues to showcase outstanding
entrepreneurs on a platform of national
and now international scale. PCA is also
an excellent opportunity to embark on a
fulfilling and rewarding award journey that
motivates business owners and aspiring
entrepreneurs to soar towards greater
heights in the business arena.
Tickets: RM300 – RM500
www.eventbrite.com

TRADITIONAL ARTS
SHOWCASE-CHINESE
OPERA

JULY 28 - 29
MALAYSIA TOURISM CENTRE
(MATIC) KUALA LUMPUR
Traditional Arts Showcase 2017 (PST2017)
returns to entertain the fans and tourists in
Kuala Lumpur. This programme has been
held by the National Department for Culture
and Arts (JKKN) for five consecutive years,
and the implementation of the programme
is in collaboration with Malaysia Tourism
Centre (MaTiC).
Tel: +603-2614 8200/ +603-2697
0852

ELECTRIC RUN
MALAYSIA 2017

JULY 29
ANJUNG FLORIA, PRECINT 4,
PUTRAJAYA
Electric Run is the world’s premier nighttime
5k. The 2017 Recharged World Tour is
amping up healthy living by taking you
on a 5km connected journey through light
and sound.
Experience the awe of becoming part
of the light and music show with the
Electroband, an exclusive LED technology
that connects you to thousands of your
new best friends.
Feel the beat as the pulsating light from
your bracelet guides you to the themed
dance party zones, accompanied by
music every kilometre of your run.
Tickets: RM98
Tel: 03 7931 9419
www.galactix.asia/electricrunmy-2017

TAPESTRY OF
COLOURS 2017:
A FUNDRAISING
CONCERT, GUEST
ARTISTE DAYANG
NURFAIZAH

JULY 29
VENUE: DEWAN
FILHARMONIK PETRONAS,
PETRONAS TWIN TOWERS,
KLCC
2017 marks the 4th edition of Tapestry
of Colours (TOC) since its establishment
back in 2010. In conjunction with UTP
20th anniversary and as part of a wider
fundraising efforts by Yayasan UTP, the
concert will showcase talents from over
200 multinational UTP students. The funds
collected will be used for the formation of
the UTP Student Centre.
Tickets: RM106 – RM446
Tel: +603-2331 7007
Email Bookings: boxoffice@dfp.com.my

28-29
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JULY
SPIDER-MAN: HOMECOMING
JULY 6

WISH UPON
JULY 13

SHOT CALLER
JULY 20

Following the events of “Captain America: Civil
War”, Peter Parker returns home, where he lives with
his Aunt May. Under the watchful eyes of his mentor,
Tony Stark, he learns to navigate his new life as a
sophomore and a superhero. Peter tries to fall back
into his normal daily routine but when the Vulture
emerges as a new villain, everything that Peter holds
dear will be threatened.

High schooler Claire Shannon doesn`t live an easy
life; her mother committed suicide twelve years
ago, her father is a hoarder and she is bullied
in school. One day, her father brings home a
mysterious music box. When Claire discovers it is
a magical box that can grant her wishes, she starts
using it to achieve the perfect life she has always
wanted. While the wishes bring her happiness and
success, the people around her begin to die violent
deaths after every wish.

A newly released prison
gangster is forced by the
leaders of his gang to
orchestrate a major crime
with a brutal rival gang
on the streets of Southern
California.

Genre: Action / Adventure / Superhero
Cast: Tom Holland, Marisa Tomei, Zendaya, Laura
Harrier, Tony Revolori, Robert Downey Jr.

Genre: Fantasy / Horror / Thriller
Cast: Joey King, Ryan Phillippe, Ki Hong Lee,
Mitchell Slaggert.

ZOMBIOLOGY:
ENJOY YOURSELF TONIGHT
JULY 6

VALERIAN AND THE CITY OF A
THOUSAND PLANETS
JULY 20

Two eccentric hot-blooded young men Sam
and Sing lead a devil-may-care life. They
deem themselves as heroes but they are
merely slick talkers who can’t even get their
life back on track. A mysterious monster
appears in the city out of reason and turns
people into zombies. The outbreak of this
zombie crisis is followed by widespread
chaos all round. Sam risks his life to break
into the infected district to rescue Sing and
his dream girl. He is determined not to be
a coward anymore. A lethal battle against
zombies is inevitable tonight!

Time-travelling agents Valerian and Laureline
are sent on a mission to the intergalactic
city of Alpha. Thousands of different species
from all four corners of the universe live
in the metropolis, the seventeen million
inhabitants converging over time as they
unite their talents, technology and resources
for the betterment of all. However, not
everyone in Alpha share the same objective;
there are unseen forces at work that will put
humans in danger. It is up to Valerian and
Laureline to protect the human species and
maintain order throughout the universe.

Genre: Horror
CAST: Michael Ning, Louis Cheung,
Cherry Ngan, Carrie Ng, Alex Man.

WAR FOR THE PLANET OF THE APES
JULY 13
A deadly conflict ensues between Caesar
and his apes and an army of humans led by
a ruthless Colonel. Caesar, wrestling with
his darker instincts, starts a quest to avenge
his kind following the unimaginable losses
suffered by the apes. He soon finds himself
face to face with the Colonel in an epic
battle, which will determine not only the
fate of both species but also the future of the
planet.
Genre: Action / Drama / Science Fiction
Cast: Andy Serkis, Woody Harrelson, Steve
Zahn, Gabriel Chavarria, Judy Greer.

Genre: Crime, Thriller
Cast: Jon Bernthal,
Nikolaj Coster-Waldau,
Lake Bell.

DUNKIRK
JULY 20
Christopher Nolan’s take on the historical
Dunkirk Evacuation which took place
during World War II. It follows the perils
faced in evacuating Allied soldiers from
the beaches and harbour of Dunkirk,
France, upon being surrounded by the
German army in May 1940. Using every
serviceable naval and civilian vessel
available, under air and ground cover
from British and French troops, more
than 300,000-strong, were slowly and
methodically evacuated from the beach.
Genre: Action / Drama / Historical
Cast: Tom Hardy, Cillian Murphy, Mark
Rylance, Kenneth Branagh, Harry Styles.

Genre: Action / Adventure / Science
Fiction
Cast: Dane DeHaan, Cara Delevingne,
Ethan Hawke, Clive Owen, Rihanna, John
Goodman, Herbie Hancock, Kris Wu.

OVERDRIVE
JULY 27
BABY DRIVER
JULY 20
Baby, so-called for his young-looking face,
is a talented getaway driver who relies on
the beat of his personal soundtrack to be the
best. He gets involved in a doomed heist
that threatens his life, love and freedom after
being forced to work for a crime boss.
Genre: Action / Comedy / Crime
Cast: Ansel Elgort, Lily James, Jamie Foxx,
Jon Hamm, Kevin Spacey, Eiza González

14 l KL LIFESTYLE

Andrew and Garrett Foster, brothers
and car thieves who specialise in luxury
cars, journey to south France for new
opportunities. They are hired to steal a
beautiful Bugatti 1937, but they get caught.
The owner of the Bugatti and local crime
boss, Jacomo Morier, wants the brothers to
steal a car from his arch-rival, Max Klemp,
in exchange for their lives. But it`s not just
any car they have to steal. Morier wants
Klemp`s most prized car, a 1962 Ferrari
250 GTO.
Genre: Action / Thriller
Cast: Scott Eastwood, Freddie Thorp, Ana
de Armas, Gaia Weiss.
KL LIFESTYLE l 15
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DATUK IBRAHIM HUSSEIN
“Ar t is, in the end, the thing that makes you
realise the beauty of life itself ”
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

(I) Man with Possessions, 1964
Oil on canvas 122 x 122 cm
(II) Study for Man with Possessions, 1964
Gouache on magazine page laid to card
24 x 24.8 cm
RM 480,000 - RM 650,000
KLAS Art Auction 30 July 2017
Sale XXVIII

I

brahim was born in 1936 in the village of Sungai Limau Dalam in
the Yan district of Kedah.

canvas effortlessly, and his ideas materialised in painting, almost as if
it had been bursting to come out.

Growing up, Ibrahim was a very curious lad. He was constantly
in search of meaning. There was a time when he saw a gleaming
light from a distant, shining in the middle of the paddy field. Out of
curiosity, he ran over to only find that it was the sun’s reflection off
the zinc roof of a hut. However, he did not regret running over as it
satiated his curiosity. It was his thirst in self-discovery which landed him
at Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts, Singapore first, then London, to
study at the Byam Shaw School of Art.

Consequently, he won an award at the end of the school year for the
Byam Shaw Award of Merit for three consecutive years. That paved
the way for an opportunity that led him to a guest studentship in the
Royal Academy Schools. With the Malaysia Hall in Brynston Square,
London, as the epicentre, Ibrahim met many fellow Malaysians,
including local legend, Khalil Ibrahim with whom he shared a close
friendship and a fondness for painting together.

However, that fuel somehow died down when he first entered the
Byam Shaw College; he did not concentrate in class nor lifted a
paintbrush. He felt uninspired. Then one day, while he was strolling
about the campus, he came about a facility that housed a printing
press. He stood in front of that machinery for hours, in complete awe
of its function. That piece of machinery sparked the fire that was
within him all along, subsequently lifting him from the art daze he was
facing; he rushed home to start painting. His hands moved over the
18 l KL LIFESTYLE

Besides meeting Khalil, another friendship that also blossomed from
Ibrahim’s days in London was one with Datuk Abu Mansor and Datin
Paduka Zaitoon Othman, one of Ibrahim’s pioneering collectors. The
Mansor’s became familiar faces in Ibrahim’s exhibitions. Moreover,
it was their close-knit friendship that led them to organise Ibrahim’s
exhibitions in Malaysia. Among their early and prized masterpieces
of Ibrahim’s is the diptych, ‘Now and Again with Flowers’. It was
personally hung by Ibrahim, at their Taman Duta residence and
remained there for several decades, between late 1973 and 2006.

Datin Paduka Zaitoon Othman with her prized masterpiece of Ibrahim’s, the
diptych, ‘Now and Again with Flowers’ at her residence in Taman Duta.

ARTISTIC APPRECIATION FOR HIS EARLY MASTERPIECES IN
LONDON
Many would consider that the 50s and 60s were the period where
Ibrahim’s works were the most momentous, vibrant and honest, which
would explain the fascination of its viewers and the numerous sold-out
exhibitions. In his autobiography titled, ‘IB: A Life’, he mentioned that
his life was made of points, textures, colours, shapes, darkness and
light, mass, weight, planes, volumes, sounds, smells and warmth,
which he seamlessly depicted on his canvases. Ibrahim’s works, such

Reaching Out, 1964
Gouache on magazine page laid to card
25.4 x 22.9 cm
Collection of Simon Wong

Khalil Ibrahim and Ibrahim Hussein with the Cook from the Malaysia Hall
outside the Malaysia Hall (1963)

as, the ‘Man with Possessions’ 1964 illustrates his skill in making his
works an extension of himself, packed with vigour and life.
In 1963, Ibrahim walked into a gallery on a whim in London and
showed his paintings to its owner who happened to be there. The
owner then became fascinated with the artist’s works and prompted him
to have his first one-man exhibition. Needless to say, the exhibition was
a raging success. All of his paintings showcased at the exhibition were
sold out by the end of the night.

Two Figures, 1972
Acrylic on paper 35 x 30 cm
Private collection Kuala Lumpur

Untitled, 1968
Mixed media on paper 28 x 25.5 cm
Private collection Kuala Lumpur
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Mother and Child, 1964
Gouache on magazine page 33 x 25 cm
Private collection Kuala Lumpur

The Traveller, 1964
Gouache on magazine page
29 x 19 cm
Private collection Kuala Lumpur

Jelly Fish, 1967
Oil on canvas 141.6 x 146.4 cm
Private collection Kuala Lumpur

FIRST MALAYSIAN ARTIST TO HOLD A SOLO EXHIBTION
IN NEW YORK
With the earnings from his pioneer exhibition, Ibrahim decided to
embark on a journey to the United States, along with fifty of his
gouaches. A few days’ post-arrival in the US, Ibrahim paid a visit
to a Mr Lauda, the European editor of Sports Illustrated magazine
then. Lauda took a liking to the paintings and immediately called his
colleagues in Time Magazine, including a critic to view the artist’s
gouaches. The critic came and introduced a couple of potential
galleries that would be interested in Ibrahim’s gouaches. Thus, the next
day, Ibrahim set forth to a gallery which almost immediately signed
him to a contract with them. All that this talented artist asked was for
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Untitled, March 27, 1975
Acrylic on canvas 73 x 61 cm
Private collection Kuala Lumpur

his gouaches to be sold in order for him to prolong his visit in the US.
Luck would have it that in a mere couple of days, Ibrahim received a
call from the gallery owner, Mr. Calfino asking him to drop by. When
the artist did, he was astonished as well as amazed to find out that his
remaining gouaches were sold for a whopping US $10,000. In April
1964, Ibrahim was to have his first one-man exhibition in New York.
Soon after the painter’s success in selling his gouaches, he travelled
all over US, discovering the beauty of each state. He was ecstatic
about his journey and all that he had discovered. With a few hundred
dollars left in his pocket, all his gouaches sold and a solo exhibition
awaiting him the following year, he returned to London and the Royal
Academy, contented.

IBRAHIM THE JOHN D III ROCKEFELLER SCHOLAR
The long-awaited moment then came for Ibrahim to travel back to New
York, for his one-man show. In New York in the 1960s, it was fashionable
for a gallery to host a dinner at a Chinese restaurant after the cocktails and
champagne. At the dinner, he discovered that one of the guests who attended
his exhibition was the director of the John D. Rockefeller Fund. With the New
York exhibition, he realised that things had surpassed anything he expected
from life and that he thoroughly enjoyed himself. After the exhibition, he
returned to London to continue studying at the Royal Academy.

Window Cleaner,1964
Gouache on magazine page 26 x 25 cm
Private collection Kuala Lumpur

Ibrahim left for New York again in 1967 to attend further training under the
Fullbright Travelling Scholarship and the John D III Rockefeller Fund Fellowship
which ended in1968. He was told that his presence in New York was to
experience the life and culture there. He could buy anything his heart desired
as he was given an allowance to do so. Needless to say, he was gratified
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Untitled, 1977
Acrylic on board 59 x 120 cm
Private collection Kuala Lumpur
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Multiple Figures, 1976
Mixed media on wooden barrel
10 cm (Diameter) 19 cm (Height)
Private collection Kuala Lumpur

sell all kinds of products. That sparked an idea to use images as a
social commentary. Before he mastered the technique, plenty of trial
and errors were involved. The ‘printage’ technique uses a mixture of
chemicals which allows images to be transferred from printed paper
onto canvas. There are depths and antiquity through striations that run
through the transferred images.

Squatting Figure in Landscape,1964
Gouache on magazine page
22.5 x 25 cm
Private collection Kuala Lumpur
Assembly of Figures, 1964
Gouache on magazine page laid to card
26.4 x 21.3 cm
Private collection Kuala Lumpur

IBRAHIMS EXPLORES ASIA
In 1969, Ibrahim made a trip to Siem Reap, Cambodia. Without
distractions, he headed straight for the ancient ruins of Angkor Wat.
The ancient temple complex was so majestic and magnificent that it left
him overwhelmed and in awe. “I imagined how exotic life must have
been then. There were vast spaces for dancers to perform for the king
or prince, great pools and everywhere there was a sense of glory. I
thought of why and how this city was built in the middle of nowhere.
The surroundings, the landscape was not unlike my own village but
here was a city of temples that had been created. Why?”, he had
said in his book, ‘IB: A Life’. The artist’s fascination with the Angkor
Wat resulted in him painting the image of this grandiose ruins, with an
image of Pol Pot (Cambodian politician and revolutionary who led the
Khmer Rouge) emerging from a crack in the ruins.

Catita, 1965
Acrylic on canvas
173 x 161.5 cm
Collection of Tan Sri Kamarul Ariffin

and agreeable to the arrangement because after all, painting was
joy and not something to agonise over. Overjoyed about his life then,
Ibrahim was inspired to produce paintings in a very swift manner.
While in New York, he had serendipitously met several public figures
such as Mrs. John Rockefeller Prentice, actress Colleen Moore, Ravi
Shankar and Saul Steinberg (a famous New York cartoonist). It was
during this period that Ibrahim Hussein stumbled upon the method of
‘printage’, a combination of printing and collage which he developed
further with his maverick style.
The idea of ‘printage’ came about because he became aware that
America, New York especially, was a country dotted by billboards.
The billboards were ubiquitous, adorned by beautiful women to
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Then, the tragic incident of May 13, 1969 struck in Malaysia and
Ibrahim’s heart sank, thinking about home, thoughts trailing back
to Sungai Limau Dalam. He watched the tragedy unfold, from the
opposite end of the world, feeling helpless. The turmoil in Malaysia
was the reason he left New York; he wanted to help his home country.
The racial riots demonstrated to the artist that there was more he could
do through art. He returned to Malaysia where certain parts of Kuala
Lumpur and Selangor were under curfew and looking like ghost towns.
One morning, Ibrahim decided to walk about a deserted Petaling
Street and came about a shop selling flags. He then placed an order
for the Malaysian flag which then materialised into an entire series of
paintings, in reference to the May 13 incident. Through his paintings,
he was able to offer his depiction on sensitive topics such as religion,
corruption, the false promises of politicians, and religious fanaticism.
In the May 13 series, the central figure and subject that Ibrahim turned
to was his father, portraying him in his work, ‘My Father and the
Astronaut’ and in the role of a poor farmer in the painting ‘Pak Utih’,
titled after Usman Awang’s poem. The artist’s return to his home country
and his May 13 series incident grabbed the attention of Ungku Aziz
(then vice-chancellor of Universiti Malaya), who invited Ibrahim to

Untitled, 1960s
Oil on board 41 x 16.5 cm
Private collection Kuala Lumpur

hold an exhibition at Dewan Tunku Canselor. The artist agreed almost
instantly and requested for the then Prime Minister, Tun Razak Hussain
to officially open the exhibition for the simple reason, it was a social
commentary or rather, his social commentary.
On the morning of the exhibition day, however, misfortune struck and
armed policemen fetched Ibrahim to Parliament House to meet with the
prime minister. He was naturally perplexed and later found out that there
was an issue with one of his paintings, the piece with the Malaysian
flag in it. Ibrahim had painted it black, put a red like on it and then a
circle below it in white. The black canvass represented the dark tragic
situation the nation was in, the red line represented he twilight after
darkness and the white circle a bright day and renewed energy. Prime
Minister Tun Razak was under the impression that Ibrahim had tarnished
the national flag on purpose. However, after clarification on Ibrahim’s
thought process and the underlying meaning behind the series, he was

given the green light to proceed with the exhibition. The exhibition was
undoubtedly a success. You will find this painting on display at the
Ibrahim Hussain Museum & Cultural Foundation.
“The exhibition was the result of a whole series of coincidences that
finally brought me back to Malaysia and led me to this moment. From
my work and paintings I could have stayed anywhere in the world and
the world had, in fact, become a very small place for me. I had never
taken much of an interest in politics but it was a political event that
brought me back here”
“I would consider my paintings to be about life, celebrations of life,
justice, the joys and disappointments. Painting is, if I could borrow from
my brother Abdullah, “Like a vehicle or trolley, where I could sit and sit
and travel with it, and during the journey encounter all kinds of things.”
he had said.
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Are my friends worth it?
BY CHEE SUE ANNE

When was the last time you had a quarrel with a close friend or family member?
Arguments with people dear to you are usually the most painful and personal. That’s the
double-edge sword of a good relationship. When you care deeply about someone, it
possesses the most potential to evoke in you, an intense response. But know this, the
opposite of love is not hate, it’s indifference. So when you find yourself loathing that
person close to you after an argument, know that those potent emotions stem from your
close attachment to them, and that’s why you’re taking the disagreement so personally.
It’s at these moments of conflict you find yourself at the crossroads of a relationship,
deciding how to move on, whether to excommunicate this person from your life, or make
peace. Here are a few pointers on how to go about it. Of course, relationships are
immensely complicated. There is no one fool-proof formula, but guidelines no doubt help
you think about the situation more clearly.

What was the reason for the disagreement?

Fights are not always detrimental to a relationship. Occasionally, they are good. They
confront certain issues that create opportunities for you to either become closer, or fail
to deal with it and drift apart. The outcome is very
dependent on how both parties respond.
What was the motive behind the argument? Would
addressing it be beneficial to you or to the friendship? If
either one of you was pointing out a weakness or flaw
with the right intention and desire to support, then realise
that the friendship is worth saving. Only true friends are
motivated to create conflict to help solve a problem they
see in their friends. So when that happens, lay down
that ego, acknowledge that the person cares for you and
make sure she remains in your life.

Have they been truthful and
honest?

A healthy relationship is always rooted in trust;
something that takes years to build, seconds to break
and forever to repair. Without mutual honesty, there is
no relationship. The difference between a stranger and
a friend is this: In the event where you tell someone to
hold your wallet, you’re fairly certain a friend would not
run away with it. You hold expectations over a friend
to mean what she says to you, and these assumptions
are right to have. It’s the trust that creates the bond.
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And when that trust is broken, the bond dissolves very
quickly. If you’ve been betrayed, you feel the foundation
of your relationship crumbling. You can no longer
stand on it, you’re questioning the existence of it in
the first place. That’s how traumatic a breach of your
trust is, and it can be an almost sure fire way to end a
friendship. In cases like these, a second chance may
be wise to offer, but again, an incredibly subjective
circumstance. Try flipping the situation around. If you
were the guilty one, do you think you deserve a second
chance to try to regain her trust? If you do, offer it. If
not, it’s time to cut ties for good.

Are they valuing your
friendship as much as you do?

It takes two to tango. And just one person putting in
all the effort in a friendship is deleterious. Too heavy
a burden will fall on one person. You’ll try to manage
for a while, have a burn-out, feel unreciprocated and
then give up in frustration. So if you’re the one in that
position, consider carefully if this person is worth the
effort. After a certain time, stop making those efforts and
see if she starts contributing. If not, and the relationship
grinds to a halt without her acknowledging it, it’s best
to move on. If you weren’t worth her time, she shouldn’t
take up any more of yours.
In the end, it really is up to you whether to let go or
hold on. And you could reach your conclusion
with the most bizarre of reasons. But
then again, there is value in every
relationship you make.
People are immensely
divergent and you can
always learn a thing or two
from even the simplest of
people. You never know
what gems they will be able
to share with you in life, so
colour your life with friends
from different backgrounds,
and remember, the only way
to have a good friend is to
be one.
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Prioritise Sleep: Usain Bolt, Jamaica, Track and Field
What does it take to be the fastest human in the world? Now that
answer, is only to Usain Bolt’s knowledge. But while sprint training
and eating lots of veggies is important, Bolt explains that his number
one priority is sleep . Why? Because it’s in those precious hours that
his body repairs itself and builds upon all the hard work he’s done
throughout the day.
How You Can Apply These Habits
We tend to put work first - a lot. “Oh, I’ll just stay up a few more
hours to finish this up,” or “I’ll set my alarm extra early tomorrow to
start [my paperwork for example].” And though we may feel more
productive in the moment, depriving ourselves of proper amounts
of shuteye is hurting us in the long run. So, put sleep on your to-do
list—at the top.

Keep a Record: Eliud Kipchoge, Kenya, Running

Just like the rest of the professional athletes, Kipchoge of Kenya
cares about sleep. He goes to bed strictly at 9pm. He also believes
that napping for an hour every day is vital. That is not all he does,
though. Kipchoge keeps a training diary to look back on all of his
workouts and successes. He keeps a record of all his runs, each
piece of the training puzzle, so that when it’s time to compete, he
can look back and know he has done everything. It gives him the
confidence to go and deliver.

OLYMPIC ATHLETES
Their Daily Habits You Should Steal
Live like a cream of the crop
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

According to historical records, the first ancient Olympic Games
can be traced back to 776 BC, that is approximately 3,000 years ago. They were
dedicated to the Olympian gods and were staged on the ancient plains of Olympia.
We are all aware that the athletes that take part in the Olympic Games are the crème de
la crème (best of the best) and they are the beacon of their countries. What each of these
athletes have in common (besides being super fit and goal-oriented) is that they’ve found
what works best for them. Even though you won’t be competing in South Korea,
that doesn’t mean adopting their daily routine can’t be helpful for you, too.
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How You Can Apply These Habits
Steal Kipchoge’s habit of tracking and recording for your own
benefit. You can keep track of your accomplishments and career
goals. It serves as a marker for you to improve, as well as a
confidence booster.

Never Skip Breakfast: Misty May-Treanor, USA,
Volleyball

Misty May-Treano gives importance to the most important meal
of the day, breakfast. She makes it a priority to eat breakfast, no
matter how busy her day gets. It could be an egg scramble with
veggies or a morning meal with fruits and yoghurt.
How You Can Apply These Habits
If she can do it, you can too. Make eating breakfast a priority.
I know how those extra minutes lazing on the bed is precious.
However, it should not take precedence over breakfast. If you want
to start your day on the right foot and you want to make healthy
choices throughout the day (think increased energy and productivity
levels), don’t pass up on breakfast.

Don’t Worry, Be Happy: Katie Ledecky, USA,
Swimming

If you notice, Ledecky of the USA swimming team seems constantly
bubbly and happy. You know what they say about happiness; it is
infectious. It is commendable that though she carries her country’s
expectations on her shoulders, she still remains calm and is able to
concentrate, her eyes on the prize.
How You Can Apply These Habits
We are only mortal, hence it is a norm to be anxious if we have
a big meeting ahead. How we react when we get anxious
decides the course of result. When anxiety kicks in, try keeping
at arm’s length by diverting your thoughts to other things, perhaps
what you’d want to eat later, or where you would like to travel to.
Basically, think of something that doesn’t cause you stress.

Focus on the Nutrients: Novak Djokovic, Serbia, Tennis
This tennis star follows a very precise routine to initiate his day. It
first starts off with a large cup of room temperature water, followed
by two tablespoons of honey and finally, a nutrient-rich breakfast for
champions comprising muesli or oatmeal, nuts, seeds, fruit, coconut
oil and a non-dairy milk or coconut water.
How You Can Apply These Habits
Djokovic designs his course to success through his daily ritual. His
nutritional habit is easy for laymen like us to mimic. Fuel your body
with the right kind of food that are whole and healthy and stay
hydrated throughout the day.

Get the Right Kind of Rest: Kassidy Cook, USA, Diving
Yes, rest is important but what’s more important is getting the right
kind of rest. A day before a competition, Cook immerses herself in
a tub full of ice to ensure her legs are fully rested and ready to go
when she arrives at the pool the next morning.

How You Can Apply These Habits
Rest is crucial. Just as Cook wants her legs to be fresh for the most
important dives, you want your mind to be as rested as possible in
order to reach optimum productivity. That means listening to your
body, getting enough sleep each night, and unplugging from work
on a consistent basis.
“He who is not courageous enough to take risks will accomplish
nothing in life.”
- Muhammad Ali
Olympic light heavyweight champion, Rome 1960
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A THIEF OF

TIME

Seven Ways to Stop Procrastinating
CHEE SUE ANNE

To be completely honest, I myself procrastinated writing this article. So much for giving advice
on how to stop it. But that’s what being human is. Procrastination is part and parcel of our
make-up. We can’t help but postpone tasks that are difficult. However, much like our cravings
for French fries and ice cream, if we let it take over our lives, it will destroy us. We need to
learn to keep it at bay so that we can still get things done when we need to. I mean, this
article did meet its deadline after all, see my point? So here are some tips to tame the flame of
procrastination that burns in all of us.

1

. SEE THE BRICKS,
NOT THE WALL

There is no way you can swallow
an entire piece of steak in one go.
Hence, the reason we cut it up into
small pieces, to make it easy for us to
chew, then swallow. In the same way,
your work may seem like a tsunami that
will sweep you to the pits of hell if you
even begin to work on it. But break it
down to bite-sized pieces, and things
may not seem so bleak. So, the first
rule of procrastination: Make simple the
complex. Remind yourself of the project’s
objective, come up with tasks that will
bring yourself towards that goal, then
break down those tasks till their simplicity
gets you thinking “Gee, this is so
straightforward, I might as well just do
it right away!” Now, you have your first
weapon to combat procrastination.
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2

. ENVIRONMENT
CONTROL

It is possible, that the reason for
your procrastination is your lack
of workplace comfort. Maybe that
chair you’re sitting in is giving you a
backache, constantly taking your mind
off focus, derailing your thoughts and
attention. On the other hand, perhaps
the problem lies with you being too
comfortable. You’re working on your
bed maybe, in such a cosy atmosphere
that you’re perpetually drifting off. The
point is, your work environment is vital
to your productivity. If your workspace
is a distraction, it’s time to change it for
the better.

3

. ELIMINATE YOUR
PROCRASTINATION PIT
STOPS

What is the Achilles heel to your
current concentration? What ebbs
your flow? Is it Facebook? YouTube?
Your spouse? (if you work from home).
Acknowledge it. Then take measures
to limit its distraction on your work.
If it’s social media, turn off your
internet periodically. If it’s a person,
communicate that you need distance
during your working hours to fully
engage with the work that you’re
doing. If you’re not striving to eliminate
your distractions, you are willingly
staying under their control and your
productivity will slowly be extinguished.

4

. CREATE A TRAIL OF
TREATS

You know the carrot on a stick you
dangle in front of a donkey to urge
it to keep moving forward? Well,
time to apply the same trick to your
procrastination. Think up rewards
for every section of the work you get
done. For example, if your task was
to read a whole page of boring text,
place gummy bears at the end of
each paragraph. That way, you’ll look
forward to finishing a paragraph, to
eat the treat at the end of it!

5

. SEEK OUT SOURCES
OF MOTIVATION

I’m pretty sure if you spend just 10
minutes talking to Bill Gates, you’ll
be more inspired to act than if you
spend the 10 minutes doing nothing.
The people we are with significantly
influence our behaviours, sometimes
rather subconsciously. So, hang out
more with people in your life that
you admire, the go-getters and hard
workers, and pretty soon you find
yourself inculcating their drive and
spirit.

6

. GO FURTHER,
TOGETHER

If you know someone with the same
goals as yours, or even the same aim
to reduce procrastination, team up with

them. People go farther together, so tell
your partner your goals and allow her
to hold you accountable to them and
vice versa. This mutual accountability
will spur the both of you to keep on
taking action.

7

. JUST DO IT!

You know that realisation you get
midway into your procrastination? That
moment where you think to yourself,
“Oh man, the work is never going
to get done.” Snap out of it! Reality
check: I have never heard anyone
procrastinate their way to success
before and I doubt it’s going to change
in the near future. Whatever it is you
are procrastinating on, if you want to
get it done, you need to get a grip on
yourself and just do it. Because if you
don’t, no one else will.
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MAKAN-MAKAN WITH THE STARS

MAKAN-MAKAN WITH THE STARS

Embassy’s Nasi Istimewa

Tell us a bit about yourself.
I was born in 1979, and raised in the
royal town of Klang, located in Selangor.
How did you come up the idea of being a
‘gentleman’?
It was when I began working in the
Ben Sherman boutique from 2010 until
2012. Ever since I started working there,
I became intrigued with fashion and the
art of dressing like a gentleman. I took my
passion and learned how to style myself to
dress like a gentleman.
Who is your idol?
My Idol is Nick Wooster, a renowned
designer. I admire his work and his life
journey thus far.

Hiranmayii Awli talks to

WAK DOYOK
YOU MAY KNOW HIM BY HIS INFAMOUS HANDLEBAR MOUSTACHE.
YOU MAY ALSO KNOW THIS METROSEXUAL WHO HAS GAINED POPULARITY
THROUGH HIS GENTLEMAN PERSONA. KL LIFESTYLE MAGAZINE TALKS TO
THIS DAPPER AND DASHING FIGURE AND ON HIS UNDERTAKINGS.
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What does it take to be a gentleman in
your opinion?
A true gentleman is respectful to everyone
in his orbit, from women he’d like to date
to elderly people who need help with
their groceries. He takes impeccable care
of his appearance, is polite to everyone
who deserves it, and is kind to women
regardless of whether or not he thinks he
has a chance with them. To be a true
gentleman, you need to be self-aware,
mature, and courteous. Although it seems
that chivalry is dead, you can make a
difference by making the effort to bring
more respect and care into the world.

Since you have an eye for fashion, do you
have your own clothing line?
My very first clothing line was called, The
Garments and it was established in 2013.
This clothing line focused more on streetwear.
Next, in 2014, I collaborated with a local
designer by the name of Meg and produced
the MegWak brand and company that
focuses solely on on gentlemen’s Suits.
What are the three local food you can’t live
without?
The local food that I can’t live without are of
course the usual suspects like Nasi Lemak,
Roti Canai, and Sambal Lempeng.
What are your favourite places to dine in
the Klang Valley?
Not to be biased, but my favourite place to
dine has to be my restaurant, The Embassy,
at Starling Mall, Damansara Utama. It serves
the best degrees of comfort food.
What is your advice to aspiring gentlemen
out there?
I would like to share that the secret to
success, in whatever field you may be in or
for whatever you want to do is to stay focus.
Focus on what you want to achieve and give
it your all until you achieve it.
What do you do to stay in shape?
My idea of staying in shape is to stay
positive and to have fun. I also believe that

Sambal Lempeng

a good mental attitude is important. Find
an activity that you think is fun. You are
more likely to keep with it if you choose
something you like. A lot of people find it’s
more fun to exercise with someone else,
so see if you can find a friend or family
member to be active with you. Take it one
step at a time. Small changes can add up
to better fitness. For example, walk or ride
your bike to school or to a friend’s house
instead of getting a ride. Get on or off the
bus several blocks away and walk the rest
of the way. Use the stairs instead of taking
the elevator or escalator.
What do you do for fun?
I enjoy riding in a convoy with my vintage
motorcycle club members.
Any upcoming projects you’re working
on?
Well, I am currently working on my clothing
line MegWak for the KLFW fashion show.
I have a Gentleman Grooming Spa and
recently opened a restaurant. I would say
that my main project is my men’s grooming
products such as ‘Krim Jambang Wak
Doyok’ which has spread through SouthEast Asia. I am constantly working on new
products to release for my men’s grooming
line.
Finally, what inspires you in life?
People who are able to create works of art
from objects and things around them.
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SANOOOK

Pork-free

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Where
cultures
(and food)
collide

A

kin to a pearl that’s hidden
away in the comfort of a
clam, so is Sanoook. The
pearl that is Sanoook is
tucked away under the roof
of Sunway Clio Hotel. The inception of
Sanoook was derived by the owners’
love affair with Thai and Japanese
cuisines. A spin-off from their flagship
restaurant, Chakri Palace, they used its
secret, authentic Thai recipes and infused
the best of Japanese cuisine. Sanoook is
a pioneer restaurant in creating ThaiJapanese fusion. It is distinct through its
dining culture. It brings you the future of
gourmet where cultures and tastes merge,
creating a fun dining experience.
The namesake, ‘Sanook’ is defined as fun
in the Thai language. The owner of this
eatery decided to add in another ‘o’ to
represent the circle of friendship. Hence,
Sanoook means having fun together
with friends. At Sanoook, they live by
the principle that a good meal can
turn strangers into friends, it strengthens
friendships, and brings solace to a bad
day. We can’t argue with that.
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MIANG KHAM
Miang kham is a traditional snack from
Thailand and Laos. It was introduced to the
Siamese court of King Rama V by Queen
Dara Rasamee. The name “miang kham”
translates into “one bite wrap”, from miang
and kham. To put in simply, it is a healthy
Thai version of an appetizer. This appetizer
is served alongside condiments and kaduk
leaves. To consume it, you would need to
insert bits of the condiments you like into
the kaduk leaf and finally, top it all off with
a home-made shrimp paste and voila, a
masterpiece.

OTAK-OTAK SPRING ROLL
Thinking about the Otak-Otak Spring
Roll gives me a warm fuzzy feeling.
In my opinion, it is the definition of
comfort food. Why you ask? Well, one
bite of this guilty pleasure makes you
feel at home; it makes for the perfect
snack while you are on your sofa and
watching TV. This dish certainly scored
perfect marks across the board. It was
one of my favourite dishes.

THAI COCONUT SOUP WITH CHICKEN
WONTON
It was our first time trying out a Thai
Coconut Soup. We found that the coconut
broth was thick in consistency and had a
savoury hint of lime leaves. We found that
the soup was good on its own but when
consumed with the chicken wontons, it
surpassed expectations, delivering a mouthwatering, eyes-closed-in-appreciation kind
of feeling.

GRILLED CHICKEN WITH TERIYAKI
SAUCE SUSHI BURGER
Everyone loves sushi and burgers.
But when you put those two elements
together, they form the ultimate fare. Not
only it is visually appealing, it is also
palatable. We appreciated the addition
of chicken floss that made a difference
to the entire dish. This dish comes with
a side of corn on the cob and the best
part, instead of fries, they serve burdock
root so you can shamelessly indulge
without the guilt at the back of your
head.

SALMON BELLY SKEWER
This dish quickly became my favourite with
merely one bite. The sight of salmon was a
winner on its own but when presented in a
form of a skewer alongside its homemade
dipping sauce, stars appeared before
our eyes. We are proud to say that we
devoured the salmon belly in under five
minutes.

THAI VOLCANO
The Thai Volcano danced its way to our
table in a volcano, taking our breath
away at first sight. The Thai Volcano is
basically a bingsoo (elaborate Korean
dessert) with Thai tea flavouring. It is
embellished with a tiny square bread
and pearls at the bottom. It was a
refreshing end to the feast at Sanoook.

Bandar Sunway, 47500 Petaling Jaya, Selangor
Tel: +60 3-5650 5196
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Pork-free

Mercato Café

An oys-terrific encounter
BY CHEE SUE ANNE

Mercato Cafe’s Ayam Percik

Milkshakes

M

ercato Café. Two words
that don’t sync well
together if you’re familiar
with the premium retail
brand that Mercato has
built for itself. But this giant of a business
has decided to dip its toes into the food
and beverage industry and my, are they
floating along smoothly.
We swung by their classy and elegant
restaurant with a chic modern European
design to try out some of their signature
dishes. First off, Mercato consists of two
sections. One is a café and the other, a
seafood bar, more specifically, an oyster
bar. If that hasn’t yet piqued your interest,
just wait till you hear about their titillating
French and Irish delectable selections of
these aphrodisiacs.
The bestseller here is the Tsarkaya Oyster
from France and the Oyster Irish comes in
a close second. Large and luscious, just
the view of this magnificent oyster platter
is enough to trigger involuntary salivation.
Served with lemon wedges and a sauce
made up of diced shallots, olive oil and
balsamic vinegar, these beauties come
reclined seductively on a bed of ice. You
can sprinkle some sauce or lemon atop the
oyster before slurping it down, or even have
it on its own. The oyster’s rich, creamy and
velvety texture will be sure to illicit moans
of deep appreciation. Positively one of the
most delicious oysters that have crossed our
path, this smooth and silky indulgence has
even been described as the act of kissing
the sea with your lips.

Tsarkaya Oyster
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served swimming in olive oil, this tapas
was certainly an over-achiever. The rich,
savoury texture of each prawn coated
in fragrant oil and garlic totally blew us
away. We’re definitely coming back for
this dish.

Tapas

Another of Mercato Café’s highlights is
their tapas. This is because tapas star
chef, Aidamuddin Mohammad Abdul
Hamid has brought his expertise to the
Mercato Café kitchen and introduced a
whole new range of tantalising tapas.
We’ll tell you two of our absolute
favourites from their list. First is the Mussels
in Tomato Paprika Sauce. Surprisingly
fragrant, the tomato sauce, freshly
homemade, blended perfectly with the
mussels in a non-overpowering manner.
Delicious, with a generous portion of
mussels, (a pound to be exact), this dish
was a real winner in the taste and valuefor-money department. Next up were the
Sautéed Prawns. Cooked Spanish-style
with fresh herbs, crispy garlic slices and

After the tapas took us away impressed,
we tried a distinctively French food
combination; mussels, with fries. Chilean
double shelled blue mussels were cooked
with fresh cream, garlic, fresh parsley
and shallots served with a tiny bucket of
fries and homemade tomato mayonnaise
sauce. If at first you’re unfamiliar with this
merger of food categories, give it a try
and the rich creaminess of the mussels
balanced by the slight saltiness of the
potato fries will leave you pleasantly
surprised. Before we left, we were
fortunate enough to get a taste of Mercato
Café’s Ramadhan menu highlight; the
Ayam Percik. This traditional Malay
chicken delicacy had been given a
modern twist. The gravy, toned down
on its usual sweetness, was wonderfully
fragrant with a hint of spices, coating the
succulent, savoury meat of the chicken
flawlessly.
In such a posh location, Pavilion,
where every restaurant charges a hefty
price, Mercato Cafe offers the best of
both worlds. It brings forth stunningly
delicious semi fine-dining food, made
with ingredients of premium quality, in an
exquisite modern European décor with
floor-to-ceiling windows where you can
sit and watch the KL traffic, all for a very
reasonable price.

Lot 1.01.01 & 1.01.02, Level 1, Pavilion Kuala Lumpur, 168, Bukit Bintang, 55100 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: +60 3-2110 0564
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CREAMY BAKED OYSTER
There was a consensus when it came down to rating the
Creamy Baked Oysters. The aroma of the aphrodisiacs hits
your nostrils before it hits your palate. The light cheesy taste
mixes with other condiments makes it a crowd pleaser almost
immediately. The special ingredients that make up this joyful
dish are the special bean curd with miso and crabmeat
that go through oven-baking together with the oysters. It
was a sensual experience for us. Our eyes were closed in
appreciation, we exhaled ever so slowly, reluctant to let the
flavours go. Needless to say, we savoured each bite with
sheer delight.

Ishiyaki Stone Bowl

STONE GRILLED SIRLOIN
This sturdy dish comes wrapped in an aluminium foil, only
to reveal a juicy mouth-watering and crisp Australian beef
inside. Perched upon an actual rock (like its namesake), it
boasts tender, succulent meat and a whole lot of flavour. It
comes with a side of roast-baked potato. The potato didn’t
let us down either. It proved to be on par with the beef,
hinting an aftertaste of herbs and exuding marinated juices.

SALMON PIZZA
First thing that caught our eyes were the dance of colours. The salmon
belly and the fish roe gelled seamlessly with the base. All the elements on
the pizza fused well, nay, it brought out tastes that were simply euphoric.
The part that surprised us the most was when we were told that the base
is actually made of Japanese rice cakes that were torched to a crisp.
Imagine that! A decadent meal to say the least and one of our
favourite dishes here.

A

dding to the vibrant scene of booming Taman Tun Dr Ismail
(TTDI) is a restaurant by the name of Kouzu. This cosy
75-seater restaurant, though humble in exterior does not
translate similarly in interior. Upon entering, you will be
greeted by walls decked with manga-styled murals like
Ultraman and works to cater to the gen Y today. This establishment is a
contemporary, progressive Japanese restaurant that serves contemporary
cuisine with its own refreshing flair.

YAKITORI: ROCK LOBSTER, RACK OF LAMB AND
SIRLOIN
Comes in a cute pair on an even cuter plate, a
thick and juicy lobster meat is smeared with
black pepper, chilli and a special sauce
that sends it over the edge. We loved the
bit of spice that emanated from the black
pepper. The rack of lamb, on the other hand,
was presented solely, in all its glory, and glorious
it was in savouriness. A lip-smacking fare. Lastly,
the sirloin yakitori was medium done and tender. The
highlight for us was how most of the flavouring came from
the meat itself, rather than the seasonings.

The name Kouzu is defined as a centre composition of good deeds
and fortune. What makes Kouzu distinct from other Japanese restaurants
lies in its food. Organise a night of revelry in Kouzu’s private room and
perfect for a birthday party too.
Creamy Baked Oyster

Kouzu
Pork-free

An Epicurean Eatery
18, Lorong Datuk Sulaiman 1, Taman Tun Dr Ismail,
60000 Kuala Lumpur.

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Salmon Pizza

When we asked the owners of Kouzu to describe their eatery in one
sentence, they answered, “Kouzu is an unpretentious restaurant that
brings a sophisticated twist to the traditional Japanese cuisine at an
affordable neighbourhood level pricing”.
PAN SEARED TUNA AND FOIE GRAS
A mammoth of a tuna chunk sits comfortably on foie gras while delicious
apple and cinnamon sauce glazes over the tuna and foie gras perfectly,
like it was meant to be. Beautiful flowers sit atop the dish, garnishing the
look as well as the palate. This dish emanates a combination of robust
flavours that mix well with each other and teases richness.

SASHIMI TOPPED WITH AVOCADO AND IKURA
Just when we thought we could not consume anymore, came the
Sashimi topped with avocado and Ikura; we could not resist ourselves.
This dish made its way to our table in a glass bowl, almost like it was
floating. Generous chunks of tuna and salmon sashimi perched on top of
a bed of Japanese rice and hidden somewhere underneath the sashimi
was the wasabi, giving the dish a kick it deserved. It was the seaweed,
avocado, as well as fish roe that completed the entire fare. It provided
our taste buds with piquant flavours we did not want to end.

ISHIYAKI STONE BOWL
The Ishiyaki Stone Bowl comes piping hot and comprises scallops,
unagi, minced chicken meat, fish roe, mushroom and half-boiled egg
in the middle, forming a visually-appeasing donburi garden. Soft and
velvety consistency to all the elements, it simply melts in your mouth. The
fish roe envelopes the entire dish, exuding the extra oomph factor and
flavouring.
Pan Seared Tuna and Foie Gras
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LA JUICERIA
SUPERFOODS
Healthy fast food, priced affordably
BY CHEE SUE ANNE

Top dishes at La Juiceria Superfoods

“The brand is my pride and
joy. It’s an idea that came from
nothing.”
- Annabelle Co-Martinent,
founder of La Juiceria.
If you’re a fan of the healthy, fresh juices of
La Juiceria, buckle up. You’re in for a treat.
What started as an experimental eatery has
grown quickly and steadily across the Klang
Valley. Creating their own line of delicious
healthy dishes and desserts, this formidable
brand has begun to leave a mark in the
restaurant industry.

Tucked neatly in a corner lot of Verve
Suites, Mount Kiara, the outlet’s stylish
design is already a welcoming sight for
the bustling city’s busy people. Whether
it is to get a quick fix of healthy comfort
food or linger a while with friends or
family, the brightly lit, comfy interior of
La Juiceria Superfoods is ideal for both
work and play.
Naturally, we went, explored and
discovered. And now, we present to you
some of the highlights from our healthy
meal marathon there.
BUDDHA BOWL
You cannot come to La Juiceria
Superfoods without tasting their Buddha

Bowl. A favourite indeed, this solid dish
is packed with healthy greens, and no
shortcomings in terms of taste. Roasted
pumpkin, bell peppers, tortilla chips,
tofu, grilled mushrooms, French beans
and alfalfa sprouts topping a mound of
brown rice that comes with a bowl of
Thai coconut red curry, this is a game
changer in the healthy food department.
Healthy eating does not need to be
difficult or unfamiliar. The Buddha Bowl
is the perfect gateway for those trying to
eat healthy. It offers ingredients we are
all familiar with, such as rice and curry
but presents it in a form with healthier
alternatives, and at the same time,
maintaining a great level of tastiness.

NASI LEMAK WRAP
When you’re craving for Nasi Lemak
but know the unhealthy components of
our nation’s most beloved comfort food,
you will find a compromise in La Juiceria
Superfoods’ Nasi Lemak Wrap. Grilled
chicken thigh, kampung egg, ikan bilis,
Japanese cucumber, nuts, tomatoes
and quinoa to replace the high-calorie
rice, it is flavoured with virgin coconut
oil and bundled up into a wrap served
with spicy sambal. As you bite into it,
the sumptuous amalgamation of the raw
ingredients blending with the toothsome
grilled chicken will not leave you feeling
cheated of your usual Nasi Lemak
flavours.

BUILD-YOUR-OWN
GOURMET SALAD
For those up for a nutritious gastronomic
adventure, the option to create your own
customised healthy hump of veggies is
available. Pile on generous portions of greens
with organic mushrooms, kampung eggs and
eggplants, then top it off with a dressing and
protein of your choice. This should essentially
be the ultimate happy meal for adults.

sesame dressing, it is positively addictive. The
smooth soba noodles drenched with the liquid
poached egg and mixed with the contents of
the dish was lip-smackingly good. So tasty,
you wouldn’t say no to another bowl.

TERIYAKI CHICKEN SOBA
Our favourite here, this noodle dish is too
delish, you would not think it as healthy.
Charcoal soba noodles, topped with mixed
salad leaves, teriyaki chicken, kampung
egg, sesame seeds, seaweed, and shoyu

Deliciously healthy natural food, prepared
fresh. That is the heartbeat of La Juiceria
Superfoods. Preparing food that does the
body good, without sacrificing on taste, La
Juiceria has made its epic entry into the food
business and we definitely want it to stay.

To give you a scoop in La Juiceria Superfoods
promotions, in July, you can spend a minimum
of RM50 on a single receipt and receive a
complimentary Pittaya Bowl!

Verve Suites, Mont Kiara, 60000 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Facebook pages: La-Juiceria-Superfoods-Verve-Mont-Kiara
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Best Vietnamese Cuisines in KL

Royale Vietnam

The opulent décor of Royale Vietnam foreshadows its equally
lavish spread of culinary selection. This adorned abode, packed
with Vietnamese culture sets the mood for an exciting dining
experience. Our first dish there, the Goi Cuon Tom; Fresh Spring
Roll was presented beautifully on its platter. Garden vegetables,
herbs, vermicelli noodles, and fresh shrimp were wrapped up
neatly in rice paper and dipped in sauce to serve. This mild
tasting, healthy traditional Vietnamese delicacy was a refreshing
treat indeed. We also gave the Pho bo dac biet; the Royale
Vietnam Beef Noodle Soup a try. This classic Vietnamese dish
was served with tender beef balls, beef slices and flat rice
noodles in a delicious broth boiled with beef bones for over 20
hours. A comforting concoction of flavours that you simply must try.

Vietnamese food, much like Malaysian food are heavily influenced by each region’s culture. Vietnam’s
northern region uses more salt in their cooking while the centre has spicier offerings and the food
is generally sweeter in the south. This month, we traversed across Vietnam through the Vietnamese
restaurants in KL, hunting for the best Vietnamese dishes our city has to offer.
BY CHEE SUE ANNE

181, Bukit Bintang Street, Bukit Bintang, 55100 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: +60 3-2143 9778

Du Viet

The longest-standing restaurant on our list, this pork-free
establishment’s name is a play on words suggesting to ‘do
Vietnamese’ for a meal. Du Viet has been building its reputation
as one of KL’s best Vietnamese cuisines since 2002. Inspired
by his Vietnamese friends’ cooking while studying in Canada,
Chris Goh; founder of Du Viet returned to Malaysia and started
recreating the comfort food that he missed, for the Malaysian
audience. Filled with fresh ingredients with zero MSG or artificial
essence, you get a taste of authentic, not to mention healthy
Vietnamese cuisine. The Beef Noodle Soup was the show
stopper. Naturally prepared by a Vietnamese chef, this northernstyle broth was clear and full of flavour due to the imported bones
from Australia boiled for 12 hours over low flame. Because of
the elaborate preparation, the beef was tender, and the stewed
beef tendons were meltingly soft, you couldn’t help but be utterly
impressed. Vietnamese food in KL doesn’t get more bona fide
than this! And just to encourage you not to eat such lovely food
alone, Du Viet has an offer of a free main dish after every two you
purchase.

Sau Nam

This establishment has stood firm and unyielding for 15 long and fruitful years. With its first menu curated by the esteemed celebrity
chef Madam Cam Van, its selection has, since it’s initiation been upheld and reinvented by a proud line of talented, award-winning
chefs. Preserving the French touch on their sui generis Vietnamese cuisine, this destination restaurant has captured the hearts of tourists
and expats that wonder about KL. We were instantly floored by the first dish brought to our table. Goi Mang Cut, a mangosteen and
prawn salad inspired by the southern region of Vietnam. This bizarre amalgamation of ingredients included coconut shavings, grilled
chicken slices with annatto seeds, dried squid, fresh tiger prawns and succulent flesh from the mangosteen fruit itself. This dance of
fantastic flavours blew our minds. The sweet refreshing juice of the mangosteen fruit combined perfectly with the mild flavour of the meat
and prawns, and the special kumquat dressing played its light citrus tones, creating a symphony in our mouths. A work of art indeed.
Another noteworthy dish we tried was the Cha Gio, deep-fried chicken spring rolls. Fried minced chicken rolls with strips of carrot, yam
and mushroom are delicately rolled in paper-thin wraps and deep-fried to a golden crisp. These beauties are then rolled up in lettuce
and some basil leaves and dipped in special fish sauce before taking a bite. Be prepared for an invigorating experience on your taste
buds as the fragrance of the basil integrates seamlessly with the robust flavours from the spring roll while the slight sweetness of the fish
sauce envelops the entire toothsome morsel. Sao Nam means ‘star Vietnam’, and it definitely burns the brightest in out-of-the-ordinary
Vietnamese cuisine.
25, Tengkat Tong Shin, Bukit Bintang, 50200 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: +60 3-2144 1225
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Suria Klcc, Persiaran Petronas, Kuala Lumpur City Centre,
50088 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: +60 19-263 3396

Kafe Vietnam

This hidden little nook inside Times Square boasts its own range of
unique Vietnamese culinary creations. A menu inspired by a true
Vietnamese with a bevy of generational recipes under her belt,
this family team has brought forth one of the most zany Vietnamese
dishes in KL. Currently it’s the only place serving Lau Vit Nau
Chao. An authentic Vietnamese family recipe so exclusive that
even many Vietnamese themselves are unfamiliar with it. But this
broth, prepared with pure ingredients does wonders to impress.
Customers here usually dry up the entire pot, so you can imagine
how amazing a dish this is. Its main ingredient, the duck, is cooked
with yam, kangkung, choi sum and mustard green in a boiling hot
pot to be served with mee hoon. The broth on its own already tastes
incredible but add in a dash of the fermented bean curd and you
get a whole new world of flavour. Such a great find of a dish in
one of the most unexpected places.
In July, Kafe Vietnam is changing the Vietnamese game by
reinventing its menu to provide a customisable Vietnamese culinary
experience. Now everyone who frequents this cafe will be able to
choose exactly what goes into their bowl, from the type of noodles,
to the broth and even the meat. Be prepared to enjoy Vietnamese
cuisine beyond the borders of Kafe Vietnam’s menu.
Lot 02-49-08, 2nd Floor East Wing Berjaya Times Square
Tel: +60 18-260 8773
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Got the
JALAN ALOR

The well-known Jalan Alor is known
as a food haven, attracting locals
Malaysians and tourists. Open
till the wee hours of the morning,
it caters to those who developa
craving for the munchies after a
good night out at Jalan Changkat
(adjacent to Jalan Alor). It is also
commonly visited for its medley of
street food, from fried noodles to
frog porridge. There is something
for everyone. A crowd pleaser is the
Wong Ah Wah Chicken Wings.
They may be a little on the pricey
side but definitely worth a try.
Address: Jalan Alor, Bukit Bintang,
50200 Kuala Lumpur

CANAI CAFÉ

Subangites, this eatery may already
be your supper spot. For the rest of
you who are unfamiliar with Canai
Café, it is open 24 hours a day,
offering comfort food for the ‘supper
kaki’s’. The best part about Canai
Café is its abundance of parking
spots after midnight. Our personal
favourite is the distinct Keropok Lekor
Cheese. It is a peculiar dish, yet
delectable. Its consistency is crispy
on the outside, yet soft on the inside,
garnished by generous cheese
sauce. Besides this guilty pleasure,
there are other selection of dishes for
you to indulge in.
Address: 2, Jalan SS15/4,
47500 Subang Jaya, Selangor

MIDNIGHT

It has become a culture to meet our friends or other
halves for an impromptu midnight tryst, especially
over supper. In addition, after a night out dancing the

Munchies?

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

night away, one is bound to develop a hunger pang.
Hence, the following spots are identified for you to get
that supper munchies fixed.

DONUTES BAKERY

We don’t know about you, but a
24-hour bakery is unknown to us. The
Donutes Bakery is a rare café chain
from Taiwan, perfect to appease your
sweet tooth at any hour of the day.
A sight to behold, this bakery never
lacks a myriad of cakes, pastries and
sandwiches even during the wee hours
of the morning. You can accompany
your pastries with choices of coffees,
teas and juices.
Address: 1, Jalan PJU 5/13,
Kota Damansara, 47810
Petaling Jaya, Selangor

THE PORT

Another addition to the late-night food
scene is The Port, in the neighbourhood
of Bandar Utama. Its attraction is its
simple and rustic concept. But most
importantly, the food here not only
appeases your tummy, but your wallets
too. There are a host of decent meals to
try out, such as Curry Mee, pastas and
titbits like Goreng Pisang Cheese and
spring rolls.
Address: Bandar Utama, 47400
Petaling Jaya, Selangor

ASIA CAFÉ

Asia Café is an oldie but a goodie.
Located smack in the middle of SS15
Subang Jaya, Asia Café offers a variety
of stalls serving both Asian and Western
cuisine. Its affordable prices make it a
commonly visited venue. The highlight of
this establishment is its giant-sized drinks
that last you hours.
Address: Jalan SS 15/8a,
47500 Subang Jaya, Selangor
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PAVLOVA CAKES
A whimsical delight of meringue and cream, this delectable and decadent dessert was first
created in New Zealand in honour of the magnificent Russian ballerina, Anna Pavlova, the first
ever to do a world ballet tour. Today, it is a delicate treat made everywhere around the world.
Join us in our quest to uncover some of the best Pavlova cake makers in KL.
BY CHEE SUE ANNE

ALEXIS BISTRO
& WINE BAR
This elegant spot in the heart of
Bangsar has been around for
over two decades. It is almost
a historical site in this part
of town. Its success has
been built on good food,
great ambience and
friendly service. It’s
been 22 years since
Alexis opened its
doors, and customers
from day one still
frequent this delightful
establishment.
The Pavlova at Alexis
was one of the best
on our list. The cream
had perfect levels
of sweetness, and
it mingled flawlessly
with the sourness of the
berries. Made with the
best of ingredients with
enormous strawberries,
crisp blueberries and fresh
cream, you can expect the
highest quality of cakes from
here. But the part of the Pavlova
that impressed us the most was
the soft, pillowy, marshmallow-like
texture of the almost baked meringue
tucked underneath the cream, making the
fusion of textures, both crunchy and smooth,
a sublime sensation indeed.
29, Jalan Telawi 3, Bangsar Baru,
59100 Kuala Lumpur
Tel:+60 3-2284 2880
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SOUKA BAKE SHOP

JIBBY & CO.

It began as a gift of love from husband to wife, with a mission
to bring sweetness to all souls. A cosy nook for dessert lovers
in SS15, Subang Jaya, Souka’s Pavlova cake here is nothing
short of extraordinary. First, the colossal cake size blew us
away. A generous portion of 12 inches, this is definitely the
most enormous slice on our list. Meringue alternating with
fresh cream, topped with massive Korean strawberries and
blueberries, and drizzled with strawberry coulis, the comforting
blend of berry sourness and sweetness and the meld of
meringue crunch with the soft clouds of cream was indeed a
magical experience. Something to look forward to in July is
Souka’s collaboration with Kotak-Kotak Kitchen, so you can
happily expect a lengthier menu!

This glass box of a café with its gorgeous décor, impeccable
service and amazing food is constantly filled with people. No
surprise here. But one of the lesser known treasures of Jibby
and Co is its Pavlova cakes. Beautifully plated, with chocolate
shavings, drops of pistachios, bright red strawberries and
glistening blueberries with a drizzle of honey, you can’t help
but pull out that camera for a few Instagram shots. The play on
the Pavlova cake here is the chocolate twist. Pairing the milder
taste of meringue with the sweet decadence of chocolate and
rich cream, this melt-in-your-mouth soft and silky wonder blends
creamy texture with the crunch of pistachio nuts and fresh
strawberries, enticing you to take another bite.

53, Jalan SS 15/5a, Ss 15,
47500 Subang Jaya, Selangor
Tel: +60 3-5613 3532

GK11, Empire Shopping Gallery, Jalan SS 16/1,
47500 Subang Jaya, Selangor
Tel: +60 3-5613 7070

SERAI
Bathed in natural light, this comfy and luxurious Serai outlet is
enclosed within floor-to-ceiling windows, giving you a full view
of Section 14. The Pavlova cake here is creamier than the
rest on our list, its cream having an almost marshmallow-like
consistency and taste. Not overly sweet, this decadent delight
had the perfect consistency of meringue and cream and with
the added zest from the strawberries, the taste began to get
interesting. Also, sandwiched in between the meringue and
cream layers were spots of strawberry surprises and dashes of
sweet caramel giving this Pavlova cake a unique twist that stood
out from the rest.
G18, Jaya Shopping Centre, Jalan Semangat,
Seksyen 14, 46100 Petaling Jaya, Selangor
Tel: +60 3-7932 3070
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NIGHTLIFE

NIGHTLIFE

ZOUK CLUB
The need for sleep ceases here
BY CHEE SUE ANNE

Zouk Members Club Slide

tapas menu - sashimi, rolls, tempuras, salads,
and more - keeping ﬂavours diverse yet
pleasing for communal enjoyment. You’ll
ﬁnd the Pinot Noir and cocktails as savoury
as you would the tenderly grilled yakitori.
Apex Lounge’s playlist is curated by Zouk KL’s
resident DJ Blink, offering a bevy of genres
from Indie all the way to contemporary.
GLASS BOX
If you’d like some privacy for you and your
guests, the Glass Box adapts suitably for
private events for up to 30 people. Its ﬂoor-toceiling glass wall on one side overlooks the
golf course, and another side with a full-height
glass wall with a door opening into a balcony
with a glass balustrade.

Ben Nicky

T

he spanking new US$10-million
Zouk KL reopened in August last
year at a new locale along Jalan
Tun Razak in Kuala Lumpur. It
stands boldly in the capital city
shaped by modern skyscrapers and historic
landmarks. With its sharp, sloping lines,
its masculine, futuristic exterior is a symbol
of tomorrow. Imposing on the outside, it
houses a myriad of contrasting interior
spaces at its heart, embracing modernist
techniques in sound, lights and design,
keeping its inhabitants au courant with the
future. Welcome to the clubland - Zouk KL.
We explored the different rooms within
Zouk, each with its own distinct character
and design, and here are our top five
favourites.
ZOUK MAIN ROOM
The pulse of Zouk KL with its altar-like
console, is the biggest room in Zouk KL,
and the soundscape of the super club. One
that deﬁes musical boundaries with the

Zouk Interior

intense rhythms pounding from the state-of-theart sound system that reverberates through the
room, adding to the electrifying atmosphere.
MEMBER’S LOUNGE
This intimate space is a symmetrical room
focused on the service bar. Its faux marble
effect projects a dramatic, almost art deco
feel. This is mid-century modern meets
Capellini – very elegant, with a dash of
gold and black. Watch people glide into the
Member’s Lounge via a fantastic slide that
comes down from Imperial above it.

IMPERIAL
Opulent in its design, it was conceptualised
for the growing afﬂuent, high society who
pursue the ﬁner things in life where premium
wines and champagnes are top tipples. The
second biggest room in Zouk KL, Imperial
provides a highly personalised service such
as prominent parking spaces for supercars, as
well as a password-activated private lift from
the basement car park straight to the nightspot
club entry for guests who desire privacy. The
room has an underlying champagne theme,
right down to the windows at the back that
overlook the gardens. Forget the lift if you’re

heading to the Member’s Lounge on the
ground ﬂoor. Jump onto the slide that will take
you straight down. Imperial Lounge will also
feature a whisky collection, which will include
rare and award-winning whiskies from around
the world.
In July, Zouk will proudly be hosting Ben
Nicky, depicted by Armin Van Buuren as “one
of the cheekiest yet hardest working DJs in the
scene” for a thrilling night of trance. Armed
with a catalogue of productions signed to the
biggest labels on the planet, Ben has taken his
blistering DJ sets to the world’s biggest clubs,
leaving no continent untouched. And for one
night, on the July 14, he’ll be introducing his
track to thousands of Malaysian fans in non
other than Zouk KL.
Not just that, in this same month, Zouk is
proud to kickstart “The School of Pop”.
Happening every Thursday at Velvet and the
Mainroom, expect a new room, new décor,
but the same heavy hitting line-up of Goldfish,
Ken Master and Mizz Kiya. Think 90’s/00’s
hits, throwbacks, current Hip-Hop/electronic
music and cult classic bangers all rolled into
one! And the best part? Watch out for themed
editions of this party, complete with matching
props, décor and a whole lot of fun. The party
will be chock full of giveaways and prizes to
make this the ultimate party destination!

APEX LOUNGE
An alternative bar-lounge, it is the proud
host to a diverse musical fare, lending to its
individualistic personality. A mushroom-like
canopy extends overhead, bathing the club
in a gentle, luminous glow. A 5m ﬂoor-toceiling glass window lets you to enjoy the
spectacular view of the streetscape on Jalan
Tun Razak. Apex Lounge is also the space
of comfort offering the earthier pleasures of
gastronomy. There’s a delectable Japanese

Party crowd at Zouk
Zouk fun interior designs
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Love the drinks
but can’t stand the smoke?

The Berlin KL
The Berlin KL is a chilled-out, hidden bar in the heart of
Chinatown, Kuala Lumpur; the bar borrows its concept
from the raw and edgy streets of Germany’s capital city,
and also the history of a nation which has seen so much
in the last century.

You can now breathe easy at one of these 4 cigarette-free bars around KL
BY CHEE SUE ANNE

Signature Cocktails:
4. The Lustgarten
5. The JFK
6. The Brandenburg
Address: 208, Jalan Tun HS Lee, 50000 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: +603-20222111
Email: contact@theberlinkl.com

Hubba Hubba Mont Kiara
(partial smoking section)

Live to drink at Hubba Hubba, Mont Kiara with a myriad of
cocktails, wines, champagnes and beers in a friendly and warm
ambience.
Signature Cocktails:
1. Classic Sangria
2. Asam Boi Mojito
3. Lychee Martini

Play Lounge
This funky vibe of a contemporary alehouse is not just a
complete safe haven for non-smokers, it is also Malaysia’s
first ever e-gaming bar! Creating a fun, social environment
for individuals, groups and family, Play Lounge is equipped
with an arsenal of epic games and exhilarating activities.
You name it, they have it. PS 4, Nitendo switch, a classic
arcade machine with 645 games, Guitar Hero, Giant
Jenga, and for those looking for a way to down their
alcohol with increased intensity, there’s even a beer pong
set-up ready to play. Best of all, games are free, so long
as you purchase a drink. Here’s where drinking meets
gaming and the two might just go great hand in hand.
Signature Cocktails:
1. Health Potion
2. Mana Potion
3. Nuka Cola
Address: 64M, Jalan SS21/58, Damansara Utama,
47400, Petaling Jaya
Tel: +6011-3920 7568
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Address: Level G, Seni Mont Kiara, 2A,
Changkat Duta Kiara 50480 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: +6012 205 0442

Alexis the Bar Upstairs

(partial smoking section)

As one of KL’s pioneer and all-time favourite establishments
, Alexis the Bar Upstairs still serves the best classic cocktails
in the most cosy and stylish interior that only Alexis knows
how.
Signature Cocktails:
1. Tropical Alexis
2. Vesper
3. Dorado
Address: 29A Jalan Telawi 3, Bangsar Baru,
59100 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: +603 2284 2880
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FEATURES

FEATURES

1

2

3

1. AVA TOP IN NAVY BLUE RM289
2. SERA BOMBER TOP 2.0 IN WHITE RM299
3. AERIN SUEDE PANTS IN TAN RM259
4. HADLEY POPPERED TROUSERS IN PINK RM229
5. ADLEY T-SHIRT IN WHITE RM159
6. DALIA LONG-SLEEVED TOP IN THIN BLUE STRIPES RM289

Feminism is a hot issue, a trending topic around the world today. What started as a social movement is now prevalent
in music, design and has been initiated by celebreties such as Emma Watson, Pharell, Lena Dunham who have claimed
the titles for themselves and actively participated in various organizations all for the equality of women.
An ode to feminism, The Feminist Theory campaign by THAVIA aims to define women define the movement from the
angle of sisterhood. It is a collection for women who are brave and believe in what they stand for.

4
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HOTPICKS MEN

WOMEN

KEEP IT
CASUAL

3.1 PHILLIP LIM
Appliquéd wool and silk-satin bomber jacket
RM4,215.21

FLORAL
PRINT

I'm nicer when I like
my outfit

A Floral Metrosexual

Outfit Elevators

Outfit Elevators

PS BY PAUL SMITH
FLORAL-PRINT COTTON-JERSEY T-SHIRT
RM369.57

TOPSHOP UNIQUE
Hyde striped washed-satin shirt
RM629.71

HAIDER ACKERMANN
BUTTON-DOWN COLLAR FLORALPRINT SILK SHIRT
RM3,596.72

JENNIE KWON DESIGNS
Mini Dagger 14-karat gold diamond ear cuff
RM3,032.90

+

+

PRADA
Ribbon Plexi two-tone textured-leather
shoulder bag
RM12,118.73

BRUNELLO CUCINELLI
2.5CM BROWN LEATHER BELT
RM2,166.34

+

+

GUCCI
Low-rise flared jeans
RM3,037.18

FENDI
Karlito studded leather slip-on sneakers
RM4,313.74
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RAG & BONE
Abel stretch-crepe wide-leg pants
RM1,572.14

ACNE STUDIOS
Virgie buckled leather slides
RM1,623.54

FOUNDRAE
Karma 18-karat gold diamond necklace
RM13,767.97

CUTLER AND GROSS
ROUND-FRAME ACETATE AND SILVERTONE SUNGLASSES
RM1,526.29

MICHAEL KORS
SLIM-FIT LINEN AND COTTON-BLEND
TROUSERS
RM862.32

PRADA
VELVET-TRIMMED WOOL TROUSERS
RM3,379.41

COMMON PROJECTS
ACHILLES PEBBLE-GRAIN LEATHER
SNEAKERS
RM1,798.33

MARSELL
FULL-GRAIN LEATHER DERBY SHOES
RM2,362.95

SEKFORD
TYPE 1A GOLD PVD-PLATED STAINLESS
STEEL AND LEATHER WATCH
RM3,667.48
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HOTPICKS THEME

BEAUTY PRODUCT

THE LADY IN LACE
Boots, Lace & lots of Grace
Outfit Elevators

Dare to Dance in

Daphne
BY CHEE SUE ANNE

In this fashion-forward era, the pace of vogue and trending styles has been
unprecedented. A brand that strives to keep au fait with the rapid fad shifts
must embrace the new and risky, break traditions and challenge the norm.
It is about self-expression and wearing individual personalities, loud and
proud. Making bold statements with every fashion item. Because it is the
unique and quirky that brings forth the next wave of great designs. Here’s
Daphne, letting anyone brave enough to be style-confident.

BOXY SLING BAG - RM149.90

Convey nonchalance and boyish
confidence with this adorable fashion
statement. Perfect your casual look with
this sleek and practical boxy sling
bag with a distinct buckle
to complete the
ensemble.

KAREN WALKER
Jacinto cat-eye acetate and gold-tone
sunglasses
RM1,477.89

+
MICHAEL MICHAEL KORS
Lace mini dress
RM1,075.22
JONATHAN SIMKHAI
Two-tone guipure lace dress
RM7,458.01

LANVIN
Sugar mini quilted velvet shoulder bag
RM5,774.50

DOLCE & GABBANA
Embellished velvet headband
RM4,540.78

+

CHARLOTTE OLYMPIA
#Pandora embellished Perspex clutch
RM4,189.51

GIANVITO ROSSI
Portofino suede sandals
RM2,878.68

CHLOÉ
Lace-up leather ankle boots
RM3,641.19

For a sporty look that
borders sophistication,
these Camo Flash
shoes showcase breezy
elegance alongside
ultimate comfort.

STONE-EMBELLISHED
BACKPACK - RM209.90

Grab the attention you
need with this stunning
statement piece. Studded with
embellishment, yet still capable
of pulling off a simple, clean
look, this fashion icon certainly
goes a long way.

JENNIFER MEYER
18-karat gold bracelet
RM2,030.50

Classic / Elegant

STUDDED ANKLE STRAP SANDALS
- RM189

A show-stopper, this elegant piece
exudes class and panache. Step
into style with these stilettos and that
confidence boost will lead you to dance
the night away.

The classic style go after a clean, sleek and a total co-ordinated look from head to
toes. They love suits, and matching pieces! They wear matching blouse and skirt, or
trousers, matching earrings and necklace, or even a matching set of belt and shoes.
They prefer versatile and functional outfit with semi-fitted fitting.
You will find current but timeless pieces in their wardrobe which may not be
trending items, but definitely of good quality.
They like clothes in natural colours like grey, navy blue, caramel, black and white.
It is common to find them in traditional prints like houndstooth, pin stripes and
glencheck.
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CAMO FLASH
DETAILS COMFY
SHOES - RM149.90

They usually opted for conservative pumps in medium heights, loafers and
ballerinas. They have weakness for pearls! Otherwise, gold and silver accessories
small to medium in size are perfect jewelery to complete their outfit.

FRINGE LACE-UP SANDALS
- RM149.90

Take your flats up a notch with these
gorgeous lace up sandals. The multicoloured fringe lets off a playful vibe
that balances out its poised,
polished front.

Styling tips by
Ong Soo Hua
+60176664088
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DEFINITIONS FOR HOLISTIC
NEWBIES:
Chakras: Each of the centres of spiritual
power in the human body, usually
considered to be seven in number.
Third eye chakra: The centre or all energy
in the body, located between the eyebrows.
Chi: A Chinese word that means aliveness,
life force energy. The body has natural
patterns of Chi that circulate throughout.

HOLISTIC
HEALING
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Make yourself
whole again
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Before we dive deeper
into holistic healing, let’s
first learn the meaning of
holistic healing or medicine.
Holistic medicine is a form
of healing that considers the
whole person; body, mind,
spirit and emotions in the
quest for optimal health and
wellness. According to the
holistic medicine philosophy,
one can achieve optimal
health by gaining proper
balance in life. We could
all use some balance in
life, considering the things
we juggle on a daily basis.
Ladies and gentlemen, it is
time we start taking care of
ourselves and our health for
the betterment of our future
(and to keep ourselves sane).
We have rounded up some of
the common holistic healing
methods for you to try out.

HOLISTIC HEALING METHODS
REIKI:
A healing technique that works through
the therapist channelling energy into the
patient by touch. This activates the healing
processes in the patient’s body and will
aid in restoring physical and emotional
well-being.
ACUPUNCTURE:
This ancient method originates from China.
The practice of acupuncture is inserting
small needles into the body. These needles
are supposed to promote and restore the
balance of energy that flows throughout the
body. Acupuncture can treat depression and
anxiety as well was digestive issues that
someone may be having.
ENERGY HEALING:
Acupuncture and Reiki both fall into the
energy healing category. Chi energy is
channelled into the patient by an energy
healer and it will then promote self- healing.
To make sure the Chi (or life force energy)
is working properly, healers will aid in
removing blockages or negative energy
from the patient. The act of energy healing
is not dramatic. In fact, the healer may not
even lay a hand on you but many people
experience tingling or other physical
experiences during the process.
AYURVEDA:
The mindset of this method is to always
keep in mind that the mind and body are
inextricably connected. That being said,
nothing can heal the body better than a

healthy mind. Meditation is an example
of this method as well as the use of plantbased substances and oils on patients to
create a healing energy.
HERBAL HEALING:
Since the dawn of time, plants have been
serving as a remedy to mental or physical
ailments. One of the most commonly
used is lavender, which is thought to calm
the mind and encourage sleep when it
is rubbed on the temples. Tea tree oil is
also commonly used to reduce redness in
blemishes and heal cold sores. Visiting an
herbalist would be incredibly beneficial
to those who would rather take a plantbased approach than take pills. Often
you digest these herb mixtures by drinking
tea or topically depending on what
you’re trying to improve.
CRYSTAL THERAPY:
Crystal therapy is where stones and
crystals are placed on different parts
of the body, correlating to where the
chakras are located. This subsequently
creates an energy grid, which produces
healing energy to form around the body,
like a shield, if you will.
MEDITATION:
Prior to delving into meditation, one must
first practise the art of relaxing. Only then
you are ready to train your mind and
induce a mode of consciousness. It has
been proven that practising meditation
is able to increase one’s internal
energy and promote relaxation. In turn,
meditation is known to treat certain health
ailments like anxiety, depression and high
blood pressure.
Overall, holistic healing methods can be
practised in several different forms. The
most important thing to remember is what
is right for you. Perhaps try practising
some holistic methods at home before
seeing a professional. Your mental and
physical health are so important, and
having a choice in how you take care
of yourself is a blessing. The holistic way
may be exactly what your body needs!
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OXYTOCIN

GUARDIANS
OF
THE ANATOMY
8 HORMONES THAT
HAVE BEEN DOING
ALL YOUR WORK
FOR YOU
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T

ake a moment to ponder this: Who is running all
your bodily functions, all day, every day? It certainly
isn’t you. Your body somehow magically regulates
hunger, prepares you for reproduction, and even
controls your emotions and mood. The masterminds
behind these processes are the hormones in our bodies. Let’s
take a moment to understand these unsung heroes, so we
all can have more awareness and better control over our
health.

A hormone hugely responsible for the
reproductive process and breast milk
production, oxytocin does more than
meets the eye. A recent study found that
it is an important chemical messenger
that controls some human behaviours
and social interaction. It is oxytocin that
triggers the bond between a mother and
an infant, and it may also play a role in
recognition, trust, anxiety, addiction and
even sexual arousal and orgasm.

MELANOCYTE
STIMULATING HORMONE
Our body’s producer of melanocytes,
this hormone gives us the colour of our
skin and hair. Melanocytes are skin
cells that contain the black pigment,
melanin. They are responsible for moles,
freckles, and sun tan (and, if they turn
cancerous, melanoma). An increase in
MSH will cause darker skin in humans,
and these different levels of MSH give us
our beautifully divergent plethora of skin
colours.

LEPTIN

Often referred to as the “satiety hormone”
or the “starvation hormone”, it’s main
role is regulating how many calories we
eat and burn, as well as how much fat
we carry in our bodies. It’s leptin’s job to
tell our brains that we have enough fat
stored, that we should stop eating, and
that we can return to burning calories at
a normal rate. So an absence of it can
lead to uncontrolled feeding and weight
gain. If you have severe problems with
bingeing, that may be a sign of low
leptin levels.

GHRELIN

The opposite of leptin, ghrelin is the
hormone that urges you to eat. Ghrelin
levels rise just before eating and when
fasting, giving you those familiar hunger
pangs. Once you do get food into the
body, concentrations of ghrelin decrease.
Different nutrients slow down ghrelin
release to varying degrees; carbohydrates
and proteins restrict the production and
release of ghrelin to a greater extent than
fats. Also, ghrelin levels increase after
dieting, which may explain why dietinduced weight loss can be difficult to
maintain.

DOPAMINE

Dopamine is a well-rounded hormone in
our bodies. It plays a role in addiction,
whether to cupcakes or cocaine. It has
to do with lust and love. It has to do
with milk. It has to do with movement,
motivation, attention and psychosis. It’s the
central chemical in your brain that regulates
how you perceive and experience
pleasure. During pleasurable moments or
situations, this neurotransmitter is released,
which causes a person to seek out a
desirable activity over and over again.
Eating (especially food with high levels of
sugar) and having sexual intercourse are
stimulants of dopamine. This is the reason
why these activities are usually enjoyable
and why people continuously engage in
them.

NOREPINEPHRINE

This is the hormone released to prepare
your brain and body to deal with lifethreatening physical emergencies.
Unfortunately, the body’s arousal system
can’t distinguish being chased by a

wild animal from the continual barrage
of modern stressors like road traffic,
crowds, noise, 60-hour work weeks,
and the constant demand for attention
from our electronic devices. So most
of us are under constant pressure; our
adrenals never stop pumping out this
stress hormone. Chronic stress can cause
your adrenal glands to eventually burn
out from fatigue, leading to a plethora
of symptoms. So turn off all distractions
once in a while and let your mind be at
absolute ease.

EPINEPHRINE

Also called adrenaline, this is the hero of
our “fight or flight” response. Preparing
our brains and bodies to deal with
life-threatening physical emergencies
by dilating our pupils, increasing heart
rate, and tensing the muscles, this is the
hormone sidekick that helps extricate us
from terrible situations.

MELATONIN

Our biological clock. This hormone
is responsible for the way we feel
throughout the day as far as alertness is
concerned. All those drowsy feelings?
Blame the melatonin. It helps regulate
other hormones and maintain the body’s
circadian rhythm. The circadian rhythm is
an internal 24-hour “clock” that plays a
critical role in when we fall asleep and
when we wake up. When it is dark, our
body produces more melatonin. When it
is light, the production of melatonin drops.
Being exposed to bright lights in the
evening, or too little light during the day,
can disrupt the body’s normal melatonin
cycles. One tip is to make sure our lights
are turned off before we fall asleep, for
healthy melatonin production.
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Podiatrist Dr. Bala Gopal

Over Pronation: It is the opposite of pronation
and this refers to the outward push of the foot
from inside.
Bunion: It is the major deformity of the big toe
which results in a big bump protruding from
the joint.

Sewing of the shoes

Nottingheels
Beauty that comes without pain
BY CHEE SUE ANNE

W

e all spend a substantial amount of our day
standing or walking, and a high percentage of
women do so on heels. If you’re familiar with
the blissful feeling of removing your heels and
freeing your hurting feet at the end of the day,
perhaps it’s time to explore some alternatives to your usual heel
brands.
Not all heels are created equal and we were off to find ones
that were created for comfort. That’s when we came across
Nottingheels.
Founded by Amy Chiew, a successful entrepreneur, her inspiration
came out of the need to diversify her business. Hence, the
orthopaedic shoe idea of Nottingheels was birthed in 2016 at a
humble shop lot inside Bangsar Shopping Centre.
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As a species that stands and walks on two feet, we take for granted
the fact that the entirety of our body weight is borne by our feet, for
a large portion of our lives. That is a major pressure placed on a
very small area, so much so that abnormality of any degree in our
feet can lead to problems in the body, be it orthopaedic, abdominal,
dermatological, gastroenterological, and even cardiovascular.
What’s more, the symptoms related to diseases like diabetes,
circulatory problems and arthritis first show themselves through our
feet. Needless to say, these hypothetical wings of ours are the ones
responsible for taking us everywhere we want go and enabling us to
carry out our tasks with ease and efficiency. Can you imagine being
without your legs for even a day? It’s time this important part of our
body gets the special attention it deserves.
The root of the problem is that most people don’t even realise that
they have feet problems, primarily because they feel no pain, when

in fact, their feet may be slightly deformed.
This slight deformity, though non-symptomatic
in the present moment may have detrimental
implications in the long run. Flat arches,
for example, if left unattended, will in time
cause problems with the ankles, knees
and back because of the unideal angle
constantly maintained by the body.
These are some of the most common
problems developed in feet and leg areas:
Flat Arch: A low arch is a complete
absence of arch between the inside of the
feet to the ground.

High Arch: Bottom of the feet is raised too
high, starting from the toes to the heel.
Supination: While running or walking, the foot
continues to push in when it should be pushing
off. This causes a twist in the foot, shin and
knee that leads to pain in those areas.
Bow Leg: It is also called genu varum,
bandy-leg and tibia vara, a specific deformity
resulting in the appearance of outward
bending of the legs.
Knock Knee: The knees are bending inward
together while the feet are widely separated.

The ailments mentioned above and many
others often result from wearing ill-fitting or
inappropriate shoes. Among the treatments
podiatrists prescribe, wearing suitable shoes
is the most important and common. Having
the right footwear can play a major preventive
and healing role in the feet and overall body
health in a variety of ways.
In response to that, Nottingheels, in
collaboration with podiatrist Dr Bala Gopal-Bsc
in Mech (Robotics motion control) Eng UK, Bsc
in podiatry NZ, acupuncturist (Xiamen) with
his vast medical knowledge on foot and leg
anatomy, has created a line of shoes for both
men and women that prioritises comfort, good
foot posture and aids Malaysians in their quest
for great foot care. Nottingheels products are
fitted with insoles and arch support to prevent
foot problems and come with a stronger
back to prevent ankle pain. To add to that,
the orthopaedic insoles are antibacterial and
antifungal, so you can fret not in catching foot
diseases. Also, they are fitted with stronger
rubber outsoles for antifriction and most of their
orthopaedic shoes are podiatrist-tested.
With the foot health aspect covered,
Nottingheels places great importance on the
fashion aspect of footwear as well. Balancing
comfort with style, they strive to design shoes
that are aesthetically appealing to keep au
courant with the sophisticated times we are
living in. Their passionate endeavour is to
eliminate the health risk of women’s shoes
(even high-heels) by designing and applying
physiologically-friendly insoles to create
fashion-forward shoes that every woman
deserves to flaunt.

Bangsar Shopping Centre. Jalan Maarof, Taman Sa, 59000 Kuala Lumpur
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AVIATION NEWS
It delights me when things run well at our
airports and to see all of you get about your
business smoothly, and to see the regular
buzz around the outlets, at the concourse, the
waiting lounges and even at the custom and
security zones. The premises are clean and
the staff are helpful, with all the devices and
equipment in good working order.
We pay regular attention to your needs and even stay a
step ahead so that your passages through our airports
would always be a happy and memorable event. We look
forward to the time when people come to our airports not
just to catch a flight; but to visit and enjoy the environment
and the facilities that we have, as well as all the delightful
commodities, food and beverages that are there to make
the time spent with us memorable.
We put considerable resources to make our airports
a delight, including considerable investment in people
and resources, as well as paying attention to the details.
MAHB is happy with its investment as the traffic at our
airports have also increased in tandem. KLIA and klia2
are among the world’s most popular and busy airports
with traffic growing steadily over the years.
Despite what they say about the economy, I am happy to
say that MAHB has done very well with a considerable
uplift of revenue in 2016. This is in no small measure
thanks to the very capable staff, as well as to every
one of our partners, and support from the travelers
and customers. All the signs point to MAHB as a well
supported and well managed company with great
potential. The excellent atmosphere at the Annual General
Meeting in May reflects the optimistic outlook for MAHB.

Airport MD Speaks
One of Malaysia’s most highly
regarded corporate leaders lays
his considerable exper tise and
experience to raise Malaysia
Airpor ts Holdings Berhad (MAHB)
to higher levels.

MAHB is also in an industry that is growing by leaps and
bounds worldwide, with connectivity part of daily life
now. Nearly everyone now has taken part in international
travel and flying is quite normal. As the world gets more
affluent and economies continue to grow, the prospects
can only be great.

This month, Datuk Badlisham
shares some thoughts about his There is much celebration around and I can see the
view on how MAHB’s airpor ts decorations that has gone up at the various outlets during
create and maintain such positive the month of Ramadan.
vibes.
Enjoy the time at our airports even if you are just passing
through.
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PATA - Towards responsible,

Langkawi, dubbed the Island of Legends, is
located in the Andaman Sea, off the coast
of Kedah, and is one of the world’s greatest
paradise island getaways.
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Dr. Hardy said: “PATA Travel Mart is AsiaPacific’s premier travel trade show featuring
unparalleled networking and contracting
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organisations access decision makers, meet
new clients, expand their networks, establish
new relationships and consolidate existing
business partnerships.”
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In the past, only the rich could
afford to travel. But travel is
exciting and the experience,
priceless. In the old days, most
people had to save up for
years just to be able to make a
trip to another country.
Today, the scenario is different. With modern
advances in transportation and budget airlines
offering fabulous deals, everyone can go
on holiday and almost any destination in the
world is now within reach.
But in the old days, it was not so easy. In
1952, the Pacific Area Travel Association
(PATA) was formed to act as a catalyst for the
development of travel and tourism to, from
and within the Asia Pacific region. In 1986,
its name was changed to Pacific Asia Travel
Association to reflect the growing importance
of Asia as a destination region.
Today, its presence can be felt from Istanbul
to Santiago and membership is represented in
95 destinations and over 70 countries. PATA
promotes responsible development of the Asia
Pacific travel and tourism industry. It also offers
access to a wealth of research and market
insights offered by its Strategic Intelligence
Centre on latest issues and trends in the
industry.
Tourism Malaysia and Malaysia Airports have
been members of PATA since 1959 and 2000
respectively while Langkawi Development
Authority (LADA) became a PATA memberpartner this year.
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Last year, PATA Malaysia Chapter mooted
inter-Chapter networking events with those
in Singapore and Thailand, exchanging
ideas, sharing best practices and exploring
avenues for further development through
joint programmes. A Crisis Communications
Management workshop for business owners
and senior industry executives focused on the
need to “protect the assets and the reputation
of our tourism industry”. The Tourism Career
Fair 2016 connected tourism and hospitality
graduates with potential employers. A
networking event with industry representatives
from Sarawak provided the perfect platform
for enhancing inter-state connections and
business opportunities.
This year, at its Annual Summit in Negombo,
Sri Lanka, PATA CEO Dr. Mario Hardy,
announced that Tourism Malaysia and LADA
will be hosting PATA Travel Mart 2018.

“

We look forward to
showcasing the culture,
heritage and beauty of
Langkawi, one of Asia’s
most remarkable and
attractive destinations,
at PATA Travel Mart
2018.

”

PATA CEO Dr. Mario Hardy

Every year, PATA awards individuals, groups
and members who make outstanding
contributions to the industry. This year, three
Malaysians received recognitions:

1

Dato’ Haji Azizan bin Noordin (CEO
LADA and ex-Deputy DG of Tourism
Malaysia) was awarded PATA Life
Membership, the association’s highest
honour. Under his leadership as Chairman
from August 2012, PATA Malaysian Chapter
gained recognition within PATA and the AsiaPacific arena and membership increased
significantly from 65 members in 2012 to
87. His active presence and participation at
PATA forums such as the Executive Board and
Board Meetings, Annual Meetings, Chapters
Colloquiums, Travel Marts and other PATA
related forums/conferences speak of his
passion for tourism-related initiatives.

2

Faeez Fadhlillah, CEO/co-founder of
travel booking engine Tripfez, was named
PATA Face of the Future 2017. This is the
most prestigious honour open to young
tourism professionals in the Asia Pacific
region. Tripfez is an innovative, state of
the art travel portal dedicated to Muslim
travellers.

3

Mohamed Sallauddin Hj Mat Sah,
General Manager Airline Marketing,
Malaysia Airports Holdings Berhad, was
elected to the PATA Executive Board and as
Aviation Committee Chairman.
Today, there is an urgent need to encourage
tourists to venture further afield and discover
lesser known destinations. Dr. Hardy said
PATA advocates this “dispersal of tourists”,

especially as destinations of historic/
cultural importance such as Angkor Wat in
Siem Reap, are struggling to cope with the
increasing number of visitors.

Sabah Tourism Board and Sarawak Tourism
Board came on board since a past few
years to be part of the team in Routes Asia
event.

In this, a spot of good news comes in the
PATA report, “Stepping Out of the Crowd:
Where the Next Generation of Young Asian
Travellers is Heading and How to Win
a Place on Their Travel Itinerary”, which
indicates that Asian millennials are exploring
remote attractions and hidden tourism gems.
It examines the travel trends of young Asian
consumers and highlights how secondary
destinations and attractions can benefit from
this. The report also indicates that young
travellers are motivated to leave major cities
in favour of discovering the food, cultures
and lifestyles of local people living in less
popular destinations.

As for MATTA Fair and WTM Connect
Asia, Malaysia Airports took the initiatives
to promote its charter incentives, organise
some branding initiative and conduct market
intelligence to sense the current market
trend of the travel and tourism industry in
Malaysia.

PATA is now recognised as a leader in
sustainability. It continues its commitment
to take further steps to reduce its carbon
footprint with new guidelines on Responsible
Business Travel, urging members and the
industry to leave a positive impact on
the surrounding environments in which
they operate. Its ongoing commitment to
Sustainability and Social Responsibility are
in a dedicated website that features blogs,
news, videos and ‘green’ tips.

Indeed, by collaborating with the tourism
industry, Malaysia Airports is able to attract
new investors in the business and generate
numerous economic benefits as well as build
strong relationships with tourism partners and
relevant stakeholders for the mutual benefit
of all.

“

Aviation and tourism
are complementary to
each other in generating
sustainable air travel.

”

Mohamed Sallauddin Hj Mat Sah,
General Airline Manager Marketing,
Malaysia Airports Holdings Berhad

Apart from PATA, Malaysia Airports also
works very closely with Tourism Malaysia,
especially through its participation in the
annual World Routes/Routes Asia event,
MATTA Fair in Kuala Lumpur and WTM
Connect Asia which was held in Penang this
year and in 2016. The yearly collaboration
between Malaysia Airports and Tourism
Malaysia started quite a long time ago while
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The SriLankan Connection

Strengthening Ties In South Asia

Sri Lanka is long connected to
Malaysia through ancient trade
routes, which is shown through
the interchange of population
with a significant minority
of Malay population in Sri
Lanka and likewise a minority
of ethnic Indian descendants
in Malaysia has Sri Lankan
roots. Today most of the travel
between the two countries
happen by flight. SriLankan
Airlines has been serving the
route for 38 years, since 1979.

Recently, Malaysia Airports
Holdings Berhad (MAHB)
undertook a strategic initiative
to reach out to several
prominent airlines in Sri Lanka
and India. A team of delegates
headed by Mohamed
Sallauddin Hj Mat Sah,
General Manager of Airline
Marketing (MAHB), made
courtesy visits that yielded
immediate as well as longterm dividends. Sarjanisham
Darus, Senior Manager Airline
& Market Development
(MAHB) was another key
member of the team.

There are two daily flights from Kuala Lumpur
to Colombo through KLIA. Flight UL319
leaves KLIA in the morning at 9:20am and
Flight UL315 leaves KLIA in the afternoon at
3:05am. From Colombo, passengers can be
connected to 20 other destinations.

The dynamic discussions were part of
a continuous engagement with MAHB’s
existing and prospective airline partners.
Such encounters serve to deepen business
relationships and build bridges that will span
differences to uncover fresh opportunities for
collaboration.

Effectively from April 2017, SriLankan Airlines
has upgraded Flight UL315 from Airbus 320
with a capacity of 150 passengers to Airbus
330, which has a capacity of 269 passengers
with improved new and premium experience
on board for passengers.
The brand new Airbus 330 takes passengers
from KLIA not just to Colombo, but also to
Middle East destinations such as Jeddah,
Dubai, Kuwait and many more with minimum
transit time of 2 hours. The new plane also
makes SriLankan Airlines the best airline to
get to the magnificent Seychelles Island,
Africa from KLIA. The business class is luxury
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personified, with the highest level of privacy
and comfort, even offering flat beds.
The meals are fully certified, exquisite halal
cuisine to all destinations.

The General Sales Agent for Sri Lankan Airlines
is Oscar Travel Services Sdn Bhd, which has
represented the airline for more than a year.

In Sri Lanka, the team visited Sri Lanka Airlines
and talks pertaining to the airline’s current
operations at Kuala Lumpur International
Airport (KUL) were held. Frank views were
shared and ideas were exchanged to further
consolidate the airline’s mutually beneficial
arrangement with KUL. It was also an
opportune time to lay the groundwork for the
airline’s future plans for the route.The team also
actively promoted MAHB’s intention to further
develop the route for business and leisure
travellers.

Presently, neither airline
is operating a direct
flight to KUL. Naturally,
MAHB is keen to spark
off negotiations for such
an arrangement and
the team probed the
representatives of both
airlines for their thoughts
on the matter. Current
market trends that would
crystallise the deal were also considered.
Overall, the mission was a success that paved
the way for MAHB’s positive trajectory.

In India, the team enjoyed the privilege of
meeting two airlines - Vistara and IndiGo.

Malindo Air

Moves Ahead

For more information
please call: +603-2697 2100.

Malindo Air is not looking behind
as it becomes the first airline to
take delivery and operate the 737
MAX 8, and at the second half of
2017 it will rebrand itself as ‘Batik
Malaysia’ with striking graphics on
the planes. Malindo Air is also the
recent winner of CAPA’s 2016 Asia
Pacific Regional Airline of the Year.

Malindo Air’s CEO said, “We are thrilled
to be the world’s first airline to take delivery
and operate the 737 MAX 8. The Boeing
737NG fleet has served Malindo well in its
growth and we believe that the 737 MAX
aircraft will become the center piece of our
fleet. These new aircraft will allow us to go to
further destinations and will play a key role in
providing lower fares to our customers”.

In a ceremony to commemorate the delivery
and operation of the first 737 MAX 8 which
included the attendance of various dignitaries
on the 22nd May, Chandra Rama Muthy,

He continued, “Malindo Air will be
undergoing a re-branding to Batik Malaysia
in the second half of this year. Therefore,

you can see our first MAX 8 comes in Batik
Malaysia livery”.
Malindo Air Boeing 737 MAX 8 are
configured with a mono-class layout with a
total of 180 seats. The airline will receive
four 737 MAX 8s this year and the aircrafts
will be deployed mostly for chartered flights,
beginning with its first commercial services
from Kuala Lumpur to Singapore.
For more information
please call: 603-7841 5388
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Philippine Airlines Returns

On the 8th June, KLIA sees
the return of familiar friend,
Philippine Airlines (PAL) after a three-year break. This
comes amidst with the airline’s
fleet modernization and route
expansion program. Malaysia
Airports welcome the return,
with Senior General Manager
Zainol Mohd Isa saying, “we
will ensure that Philippine
Airlines operations will receive Malaysia Airports’ fullest
support for any airport facilities and services needed at the
terminal”.
The upgrade for the airline is significant as
the fleet for the MNL – KUL – MNL route is
the Airbus A321, considered as one of the
most efficient single-aisle jetliners. Its stretched
fuselage – measuring 146 feet is 23 feet
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longer than the A320, making the A321 the
longest and widest among the single-aisle
aircrafts. The 199-seater aircraft has 12 seats
in business class, 18 in premium economy and
169 in regular economy.

PR 525 departs from Manila every Monday,
Wednesday, Friday and Sunday at 7:25am
and arrives in KLIA at 11:00 am. Its return flight,
PR 526 leaves KL on the same day at 12:10pm
and touches down in Manila at 3:50pm.

That is just the hardware; the upgrade in
passenger entertainment and enjoyment is just
as significant. Wireless inflight entertainment
can be enjoyed by downloading the myPAL
Player app for free. This allows passengers
to stream a variety of movies, TV shows
and music from personal laptop, tablet or
smartphone. Staying online too is possible
inflight with myPAL Wi-fi. With cuisine,
passengers can choose from a wide array of
dishes, whether it be Asian or Western, as
well as Halal meals. Free baggage allowance
forms part of the flight offerings.

PR 527 leaves Manila on Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday at 11:30am and arrives at KLIA
at 3:00pm. Its return service PR 528 departs
KL on the same day at 4:00pm and touches
down in Manila at 7:30pm.

PAL offers daily flights between Kuala Lumpur
and Manila and passengers have the flexibility
to choose from any of the daily frequencies
along the route.

The non-stop service enables travelers from KL
to enjoy Manila for several days and hop on
to the Philippine’s top travel destinations. From
Manila, connections may be made to other
domestic and international destinations where
PAL flies to. PAL is Asia’s first airline with a flight
route network covering 31 domestic and 41
international destinations.
For more information
please call: +603 - 2141 0767

Smiles Abound from Thailand

Thai Smile Airways (Thai Smile)
seems like a promise and so
it is, as the airline touches
down at KLIA for the first time
on the 25th May. The name
does brighten up the atmosphere even as its landing is
announced and its passengers
can look forward to a lightened passage with the airline.

Mohd Isa said, “Malaysia Airports is delighted
to welcome Thai Smile to KLIA International
Airport. The inclusion of Thai Smile into the
KLIA family will further promote its status as
the preferred hub in the region. Travelers now
will have more option to fly from Bangkok to
KLIA via Thai Smile as a connector, not only
to Kuala Lumpur itself but also to other cities in
Peninsula Malaysia. I am confident that Thai
Smile will grow even further thus benefitting our
two countries”.

Kuala Lumpur is Thai Smile Airways third
destination in Malaysia, after Penang, which
it already operates 10 flights per week, and
Kota Kinabalu, where Thai Smile already
flies daily. Including KLIA, Thai Smile will be
operating 24 flights per week to Malaysia,
showing its growing popularity.

In attendance at the ceremony were Thai
Smile Director of Pilot Management and Flight
Standard Department, Mr. Vilsit Charoenchai
and Director of Operation Training
Department, Mr. Polwat Intiputi.

In welcoming Thai Smile at KLIA, Malaysia
Airports Senior General Manager, Zainol

Thai Smile reciprocated the commitment
saying, “In recent years, Kuala Lumpur has
been a very popular destination for tourists
from Thailand, as such we feel that we will

be fulfilling a strong market demand. We
also hope that this route will serve as an air
bridge for the further development of long-term
friendly relations between our two countries in
the field of trade and investment, as well as
accelerating the development of tourism and
also improving the level of passenger service”.
Thai Smile offers daily services, with its 162seat Airbus A320 aircraft for its Bangkok-Kuala
Lumpur route. Flight WE 419 departs from
Bangkok at 6:25pm and arrives at KLIA at
9:45pm. In return, WE 420 departs Kuala
Lumpur at 8:10am and arrives at Bangkok at
9:15am, offering passengers a convenient
mid-morning connection to Bangkok, as well
as connecting mid-morning flights to popular
domestic and international destinations.
For more information
please call: +603 - 2034 6999
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Greater Connectivity with Air Canada

klia2 Welcomes JC Cambodia

Air Canada is Canada’s flag
carrier and largest airline.
Incepted in 1937, it offers
scheduled and charter air
transport for passengers and
cargo to 182 destinations
around the world.
Starting from 9 June 2017, Air Canada is
providing a daily non-stop service between
Taipei and Vancouver. As such, Malaysians
now have an additional option when travelling
to Canada. In addition, they will be soaring
through the sky in a state-of-the-art Boeing 787
Dreamliner. Hailed as the ultimate fusion of
technology and luxury, this celebrated aircraft
is already achieving legendary status. The
Boeing 787 Dreamliner is utilised to fly this
new route, and it is pampering passengers
with a quieter and more comfortable cabin.
Indeed, it is transforming the long-haul travel
experience into an elegant episode that is to
be savoured.
The Boeing 787 Dreamliner is a
groundbreaking aircraft that boasts the use of
composite materials as the main material in
the construction of its airframe. It is 20% more
fuel-efficient than the Boeing 767, which it
replaces.
A triumph of visionary engineering, its
distinctiveness stems from its mostly electrical
flight systems, noise-minimizing chevrons and
raked wingtips.

Passengers will be impressed by the new Air
Canada livery, unveiling a new twist on an
old look for its planes and uniforms for staff .
What is truly outstanding is the eye-catching
black component of the design. The fact
that black rarely appears on the fuselage of
aircrafts makes the choice rather bold and
charming.

Air Canada is North America’s only
international network carrier to receive a
Four-Star ranking from Skytrax. Its awardwinning three-cabin service has the
next-generation lie-flat seat in International
Business Class, a Premium Economy
Class and an enhanced seatback In-flight
Entertainment system at every seat throughout
its aircrafts.
In 2017, Air Canada proceeded with its
global strategic growth with the introduction
of new international services between
Shanghai-Montreal, Nagoya-Vancouver
and Melbourne-Vancouver. Flying from its
Vancouver gateway, passengers can travel
to more than 65 destinations in Canada, or
travel onward to the U.S., benefiting from
the U.S. Customs and Immigration preclearance facilities at Vancouver International
Airport.

The airline industry in
Cambodia is a small but
growing one, and among
the country’s airlines is JC
International Airlines (JC
Cambodia). In keeping up with
its rising stature, the airline
now possesses the brand new
A320 aircraft, which flies the
Phnom Penh – Kuala Lumpur
route twice weekly. The new
aircraft is configured as an alleconomy class with 180 seats.

to klia2. The inclusion of JC Cambodia into
the KLIA family, specifically into klia2 will
further promote KLIA’s status as the preferred
hub in the region. In May 2017 alone,
klia2 recorded a total number of passenger
movements of 2.5 million with a growth of
11.6% compared to the same period last
year”.

The airline had its inaugural flight to klia2 on
the 13th June, which was warmly welcomed
in a small welcome ceremony attended by the
Senior General Manager of Malaysia Airports
(Sepang), Zainol Mohd Isa and other senior
management team of Malaysia Airports.

He added, “I believe with the launching of
this new route, travelers now will have an
option to use klia2 via JC Cambodia as
a connector from Kuala Lumpur to Phnom
Penh and at the same time will attract more
travelers from both countries to visit Phnom
Penh and Kuala Lumpur and further explore
what these beautiful cities have to offer.
I am confident it will also enhance the
image and reputation of JC Cambodia as a
transportation conduit among air travelers in
this region”.

Sharing his delight on the inaugural flight of JC
Cambodia to klia2, Zainol said, “Malaysia
Airports is delighted to welcome JC Cambodia

klia2 is well equipped to partner with JC
Cambodia and provide the airline with
full supporting services to make this route

a success. The terminal has the capacity to
handle 45 million passengers annually very
effectively, prompting the steady growth of
low cost carriers over the last three years.
The first quarter of 2017 had already shown
strong passenger traffic numbers at the
terminal, with a total of 7.2 million passengers
passing through during the short period,
with international and domestic passenger
movements at approximately 4.8 million and
2.3 million respectively.
klia2 continues to improve and over the
last three years, it installed additional 25
walkalators, bringing the total number to 42
units, as well as 24-hour buggy service for the
greater convenience of the passengers.
JC Cambodia is a Cambodian-registered
airline that is managed by China’s Yunnan
Jincheng Group, the parent firm of China’s Ruili
Airlines.
For more information
please visit : www.jcairline.com

Air Canada has unveiled a new twist on an
old look for its planes and uniforms for staff,
adding black to its iconic red and white
colour scheme.
For more information
please call: +603-2715 2053
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Scoot-Tigerair Becoming One

Two low-cost carriers, Scoot
and Tigerair, which are wholly
owned by Singapore Airlines
Group (SIA) through Budget
Aviation Holdings (BAH), have
become one entity, Scoot-Tigerair. Combined together, it
is one of the largest players
in budget aviation. Scoot and
Tigerair combined has a network of 59 destinations over
16 countries across the Asia
Pacific. Scoot operates an all787 Dreamliner fleet on medium-to-long-haul destinations,
whereas Tigerair offers shortto-medium-haul flights on its
Airbus A320-family aircraft
from Singapore.
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Indulge in Loacker at
Choc Stop International

From its perch high up in The Dolomites mountain range of
Italy, Loacker is a family business that has been tempting
and thrilling chocolate lovers with the pure goodness of
its light wafers and other creations. Loacker’s heavenly
confectionery is adored in over 100 countries and its legend
continues to grow.
The Loacker company has been owned by
the same family since its founding in 1925.
More importantly, Loacker products are still
manufactured 1,000 metres above sea-level
where the air and water are absolutely pure.

By the second half of 2017, Scoot and
Tigerair will be fully integrated under a
common brand – Scoot – with a common
operating license. This will result with even
more seamless travel experience for its guests
across the combined network.
In May 2017, BAH appointed AVIAREPS
as Scoot-Tigerair’s Malaysia’s market
representative, which will open up the potential
of the airlines even further as AVIAREPS is
represented in 46 countries with 62 offices.
In Malaysia, AVIAREPS act as Scoot-Tigerair’s
General Sales Agent, responsible for the
airline’s sales, marketing, reservation and
ticketing activities.

The combined entity will offer Malaysian
travelers more options of flights into Singapore
from Kuala Lumpur, Penang, Langkawi and
Ipoh. There are options to connect to various
destinations in the combined network and
the new combinations speak about a kind
of travel that is about spontaneity, discovery,
connections and fresh experiences.
For more information
please call: +603 2161 8033

From its humble beginnings, the company
has gone on to become a global player on
the international market, and now exports
its products to over 100 countries in all five
continents.
Loacker products are the result of the rigorous
selection and precision processing of fresh,
top-quality ingredients. Naturally, Loacker is
the best-selling chocolate brand at Choc Stop
International, which is located in the Satellite
Building, Kuala Lumpur International Airport.
Aficionados from across the globe converge
on Choc Stop International to procure
Loacker’s signature chocolate-coated wafers
and other delights.
A wondrous array of Loacker gifts awaits at
Choc Stop International. The gifts include
travel shopping bags, backpacks, pencil
cases, notebooks, headsets and sports caps.
They are exquisitely crafted in Italy and
are offered with every purchase of Loacker
merchandise amounting RM50 to RM250.
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Become A Winner With Malaysia Airports

Interview with Woo Kam Weng,

Chief Executive Officer, Pos Aviation Sdn. Bhd.
Members of his staff call him The Elephant
and the CEO of Pos Aviation Sdn. Bhd.,
Woo Kam Weng, loves it. After all, the term
of endearment has won him a couple of bets
over figures and dates which they were sure he
would not remember.
“They always lose and then they have to buy
me cheesecake and coffee,” he says, as lines
of amusement crinkle up around his eyes.
The nickname is also a clue to how closely he
and his subordinates work together. His door
is always open and it is not unusual for some
of the staff to hang around after the work day
is over in order to ask for his advice without
interrupting his work schedule.

It is our silver jubilee! Malaysia
Airports (MAHB) is celebrating
25th Anniversary by making
you a winner. All that needs to
be done to get into the winning
trail is to spend a minimum of
RM250 at any participating
outlet and you get the chance
to win one of many fabulous
prizes. Prizes will be given
away on a monthly basis
including return tickets to
selected dream destinations.
First prize winners will enjoy priceless
Mastercard travel experience to London and
Paris on business class flights. On top of this,
there will also be a Grand Prize. The prizes
are sponsored by MAHB’s airline partners –
Malaysia Airlines, Malindo Air Asia as well as
Mastercard, which serves as the official card
for the shopping campaign. Customers who
make purchases using their Mastercard will
double the chances of winning.
This is a way of appreciating the passengers
who have played such an important role in
MAHB’s success. Datuk Badlisham Ghazali,
Managing Director of MAHB says, “We
owe much of our success to our passengers.
Recognizing this, we are pleased to reward
our airport users through our annual shopping
campaign. This campaign is aimed at giving
travelers and visitors the opportunity to discover
further the many options available at our
airports, and at the same time be handsomely
rewarded for their spending”.
Mastercard’s Country Manager for Malaysia
and Brunei, Mr Perry Ong has this to say: “We
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Mr. Woo, 56, joined MAS as a License
Aircraft Engineer in1980 and then moved
to KLAS in1997. “As an engineer, I had
very structured and detailed logic when it
comes to solutions. It was only when I needed
to do marketing that I learned the various tones
of grey,” he says, laughing.

What is the function of
Pos Aviation?

are delighted to collaborate with Malaysia
Airports to continually offer exciting rewards
through this campaign for our cardholders
to embark on a unique experience as they
shop and travel. Recognizing the growth
of international arrivals in Malaysia with
Kuala Lumpur ranking 5th in our Asia Pacific
Destination Index 2017, we are always
looking to develop more strategic opportunities
to ensure that our cardholders who are avid
travelers have access to a wide array of
Mastercard rewards and benefits”.

Over the last two and half decades, MAHB has
achieved many successes including international
recognition as one of the best airport operators
in the world and its airports are currently well
on their way to becoming among the strongest
connectivity hub in the region.
This 25th Anniversary Shopping Campaign
is available at all international airports – KLIA
(including klia2), Penang International Airport,
Langkawi International Airport, Kota Kinabalu
International Airport and Kuching International
Airport.

Pos Aviation was formed when Pos Malaysia
acquired KL Airport Services (KLAS) in 2016.
Apart from the core business of ground
handling, we also handle cargo handling,
aircraft maintenance and inflight catering.
We are one of the few companies in the
world with a fully integrated logistics supply
chain solution which will transform KLIA into a
regional cargo hub.

What are your plans as CEO?
To further enhance service levels to ensure
continuation of growth in the core business.To
increase automation and the use of IT to create
a cost-efficient business and to position the
company to tap into the e-commerce market.

What kind of growth do you
forecast for Pos Aviation?
10% - 15% growth in 2018.

What are your biggest
challenges?
With continued growth, the biggest emerging
challenge is the shortage of skilled manpower,
employee retention and the ability of the
whole organisation to adapt to the changes
of the business environment and to cater to the
changing needs of the market.

How do you tackle this?
The ground handling industry is experiencing
a high turnover, due largely to the many
opportunities available in the job market.
Front-line ground handling is also not as
appealing to Generations Y and Z.
We have embarked on a Human Capital
Development & Retention programme
which focuses on developing, nurturing and
retaining talent. I strongly believe that the
quality of service levels depends on aptitude
skills and knowledge.
Our Intellectual Thinking programme will
change the way employees think and is
aimed at ensuring they are ready for change
and will be able to look at problems and
come up with solutions. I always tell my staff
to look in the mirror for self-awareness before
they decide what they want to do.

How much modern technology
does Pos Aviation apply in its
day-to-day business?
Do you foresee robots taking
over the jobs of ground
handlers in the future soon?
For 2017/2018, we have embarked on an
ambitious assets revitalisation, renewal and
incorporation of systems and technology into
our operations. The total capital investment for
2017/2018 amounts to RM162 million.
Through the adoption of IoT (Internet of
Things), mobility devices systems and
disruptive technology, we will transform Pos
Aviation into an efficient and productive
organisation. The future of ground handling
lies in the successful adoption of technology
to replace the human and manual processes.

What do you do to relax and
de-stress?
A healthy mind comes from a healthy body
and soul. I exercise a lot and I have learnt to
recognise stress symptoms such as when it’s
harder to fall asleep and through dreams.
We need a balance between work and
leisure. I play football, futsal and badminton. I
cook and I also watch television, especially
programmes that make me laugh. I’m also
glad my wife takes good care of the home
and family (he has 3 children), especially
when I have to travel.
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Your dream trip is

a click away with

FLYKLIA

With the new social network for travellers, planning your trip to Malaysia and beyond is easier than before. Meet other like-minded travellers

to create the perfect itinerary, or share your own stories. You can also discover new attractions as well as book your flight and accommodation,
all in one place. Get connected at www.yklia.com today and get inspired for a great journey.

Begin your fascinating journey to our five international airports in Kuala Lumpur (KLIA), Langkawi,
Penang, Kuching or Kota Kinabalu. Your premier gateways to the enchanting Malaysia.
KUL – KUALA LUMPUR | PEN – PENANG | LGK – LANGKAWI | BKI – KOTA KINABALU | KCH – KUCHING
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EXPATRIATE LIVING
Tell us what you do for a living, and what
you love about it?
I run a company called Storyfrontier. It’s a
small video production company and we
create awesome videos that help our clients
connect more deeply with their customers.
I love what I’m doing because one, who
doesn’t love being their own boss and two,
this completely fulfils my creative itch. I
always try to create my videos with beautiful
cinematography, but an engaging story and
a clear message are equally important.

RUPERT SHEAN
CHEE SUE ANNE SPEAKS TO

He came to buy a camera and a laptop

Tell us about your home country and what
do you miss about it.
I come from London. It’s rich in art, culture,
music and heritage, and I miss that. I took
for granted the ease to go and see an art
exhibition or a gig any day of the week, to
be surrounded by creativity. I miss crumpets.
And the pint in the pub. And my family.
What made you decide to start your life in
Malaysia?
To be completely honest, I came with one
aim in mind; to buy a laptop and a camera.
The money I saved buying the equipment in
KL was enough to cover a round trip flight
ticket to Malaysia, so I thought, why the
hell not. After I did make the purchase in
Malaysia, I used the camera to make a probono film about the replanting of mangroves
along the Merbok River in Kedah, and that
video was seen by a member of the Ministry
of Finance. That’s how I ended up working
for a full month with them. And I chose to
do that because the video topics were super
interesting. They were about street gangs
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in KL being educated on civic principles
through martial art, women in the jungle,
blind people issues being addressed in
Malaysia through ‘Dialogue in the Dark’,
and agro tourism in Kelantan. Utterly
fascinating, and that was what captivated
me to stay.
What was your first impression about
this country? Did you experience any
culture shock?
My first impression of KL was that it was
a city with no soul. Just shiny, shopping
malls and traffic jams. But as I scratched
the surface of the city’s hustle and bustle,
I came to realise that there was an
abundance to discover. One of the first
things that struck me was how beautiful
and green Malaysia was. But the most
interesting thing about KL is that this is a
relatively new city and due to its rapid
industrialisation, you’ll find the infrastructure
here quite bizarre. You see that new and
huge skyscraper, and right next to it is
a traditional kampung hut, then it’s the

modern Park Royal hotel, and next to that
is a jungle. Just a jarring image that tells us
only 50 years ago the landscape here was
vastly different and in the next 10 years,
these old infrastructure will be completely
wiped out.
I experienced quite minimal culture shock
actually. I felt quite at home here for three
reasons. First, everyone speaks good
English, second, they all drive on the left
side of the road, and third, everyone
uses the three pin plug! Such ease and
convenience! When thoughts of moving to
a different country surface, it’s the three pin
plug that makes me want to stay.
What was your transition like? Did you
face any major difficulties?
I found getting around really hard. England
is full of public transport, and here I have
to use Grab everywhere. But other than
that, it was quite an easy transition. The
multicultural aspect is really cool, sets it
apart from other Asian countries.

What is your passion in life and what
fuels it?
Creating. Music is actually my first passion,
but it’s very hard to make it in music. Then
I discovered video. Before this I was doing
advertising, then three years ago, I picked
up a DSLR camera for the first time. I never
thought I was good at it. I mean everyone
likes to take photos. It was just something
I enjoyed. I also noticed more and more
that video was becoming the default way
we share our world with our friends and
consume media, and saw an opportunity to
be creative and get paid for it. Back then
I didn’t know anything about video, so I
experimented by making videos each time
I went on holiday. It was just for fun. But
every time I did it I wanted to do another.
Then one day I decided to quit my job and
just go for it. I think in life, you go down a
road and if you go down so far, one day
when you look back you’ve got far enough
that you don’t need to go back. Now I
realise that the thing you should do in life is
the thing you can spend six hours doing and
not feel the time pass.
Tell us about your family.
I have a brother and a sister. And two
lovely parents. My dad is working for the
government and he’s a linguist. And for
that reason, we were living abroad for a
while. My mum is a physiotherapist and
she’s amazing with the piano and food. My
brother is really similar to me. And my sister
is married with two kids.
What is your typical weekend like in
Malaysia?
There’s no typical weekend. I might be
working, or going out for some food with
friends, or go hiking to uncover some
waterfalls with some buddies. I love
discovering waterfalls, and being in nature,
especially when Malaysia has so many of
these hidden gems.
What would be your favourite Malaysian
food?
I love Malaysian food! Nasi Campur,
Banana Leaf, Ulam, and I’m crazy about
Sambal! I’m fairly confident in my ability to
compete with the locals when it comes to
eating spicy food.

Rupert and his family

Rupert at work

Have you had funny or interesting
experiences while in Malaysia?
Have you heard of Urbex? It’s the
exploration of abandoned buildings. And
I simply love doing that, and taking videos
and pictures of these places. There are a
couple of these spots in KL and I visit them
when I have the chance.
Some fascinating things about Malaysia
from my perspective: Coffee, in a bag. It’s
the country with the second highest amount
of lighting in the world. The absence of floor
number four in buildings.
What are your favourite holiday
destinations around Malaysia?
I really like Penang. Take the train from
Kuala Lumpur to Butterworth, and take
the ferry to Georgetown on the island.
And explore the city with public transport.
Doesn’t get better than that.
What would your advice be for those
making a decision to venture into
something or somewhere completely new?
Ask for forgiveness, not permission. When I
had just finished university after graduating

in business with Spanish, my family wanted
me to stay and work in London, but I wanted
to go back to Spain where I had studied
a year abroad because I loved it there.
Your family always wants the best for you,
but it might not actually be the best course
of action for you. I remember being really
anxious about messing up and having to
return home a failure but it was my older
and wiser cousin who convinced me to go.
She was fearless! In the end, I went back to
Spain, and it was the best decision I made.
I learned Spanish to a much higher level,
and in time my family also came around to
seeing my side.
What is your favourite quote in life?
Learning is not learning information. It’s
questioning information. That’s the only thing
you really need to learn.
The thing you should do in life, is the one
thing you can spend the most time doing,
and not feel the time go by.
To find out more about Rupert’s company,
go to www.storyfrontier.com
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Uncover Kl from Within

PULLMAN KLCC
BY CHEE SUE ANNE

S

tunningly ornate chandeliers, resplendent spiral
staircases, and luxurious, comfy beds in lavishly curated
rooms. That’s the heartbeat of Pullman KLCC; to create
an atmosphere that is in sync with the lifestyle needs of
global trendsetters that visit this invigorating city.

The ideal choice for anyone looking to experience KL City as
its nucleus, Pullman KL is tactically located where everything
converges. A short walk from the Raja Chulan Monorail station
gives you immediate access to KL’s public transport system. But
even without travelling, you’ll find everything KL has to offer right
at your ‘hotelstep’. Exit the lobby and you’ll come face to face
with five-star malls, sumptuous restaurants, bars and bistros and
at the same time be able to stumble across some tucked away
pearls of the city; KL’s finest street food and flourishing pub scenes
guaranteed to fascinate.
Constantly reinventing themselves to stay au fait with the ever
evolving demand of the well-heeled, Pullman KLCC has
completely redeveloped its entire range of rooms starting with
the Deluxe and Suite floors. Now donning more vibrant colours
and hip, sui generis concept designs, these lush rooms, with
their magnificent view of KL city and all its nightlife glory, not to
mention a gorgeous full view of the iconic KL twin towers, will
leave patrons spoilt with luxury and comfort.
Pullman KLCC’s rooms are not the only ones getting a meticulous
facelift. Its Mezzanine was also recently revamped. Evoking
a posh, elegant vibe, the launch of this stylish space is
accompanied by a brand new menu of exceptional offerings.
The new lunch menu is fit for the health conscious, with salad
jars and sandwiches, and for travellers, there is an assortment of
local delicacies to prep your taste buds before your mandatory
KL food hunt. With their new tapas menu out, and along with it,
an exhaustive selection of KL’s finest whiskeys, evenings can be
well spent at the Mezzanine for both business and pleasure.

Hotel Exterior

Another noteworthy sneak peek into Pullman KLCC’s constant
improvements is its exclusive Club Lounge, where patrons can
enjoy a plethora of benefits and services, further enhancing their
overall Pullman experience. Stay tuned for more riveting updates!
Grand Ballroom

Pullman KLCC can be many things. A comfortably convenient
pit stop for one exploring the city, an oasis for locals for that
weekend hotel getaway, or a soothing sanctum to retreat to
for a good night’s rest after a long day of demanding business
meetings. But one thing’s for sure, its iconic five-star customer
service, innovative thoughtful designs and vibrant space to work
and play, will definitely leave its mark on you as one of KL’s most
artistic and culturally-integrated havens to sojourn.

4, Jalan Conlay, 50450 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: +60 3-2170 8888
Deluxe Room
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Suite-Living Room
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Serenity by the Sea

The Westin Resort and Spa, Langkawi
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

I

t is safe to say that paradise does exist
and it takes the form of a sprawling
haven, The Westin Resort and Spa at
a cove in Langkawi. This magnificent
resort has perched firm and unyielding
for over 15 years and is promising more. It
is everything you daydream about when you
are stuck in the office. The resort faces the
glimmering, azure beauty of the Andaman
Sea, enclosed by an archipelago of untouched
isles. Two hundred over rooms and a handful
of villas nestled in a 42-acre of beautifullylandscaped private estate, encapsulated by
mother nature is the embodiment of serenity.
The mere façade of this resort will stir your
heart for its avant-garde, Minangkabauesque architecture and the welcoming view
of the pristine sea that hits you as soon as
you enter its lobby. This establishment boasts
opulence, comfort and teases a lifetime worth

Tide Restaurant

of memories. Why go through the hassle
of international travel when you can treat
yourself to a salubrious retreat in the Jewel
of Kedah, Langkawi Island. If we were to
use one word to encapsulate the message
and the vibe of The Westin Resort and Spa,
it would spell home.
WELLNESS
An advocate to leading a healthy
lifestyle, The Westin Langkawi stands by
the rumination that one can enjoy R &
R, and abide by one’s fitness goals too.
With that in mind, this establishment hosts
several facilities such as the gym, a tennis
court and a squash court. Apart from the
conventional facilities, it offers a scenic
running programme in the mornings called
Run Westin. Led by the concierge, they
will lead you through a tranquil trail that
will appease your eyes, heart and soul.

Aerial View

Alternatively, you can opt to kick-start the day
with some stretching by the sea with Yoga
classes.
ACCOMMODATION
Straying far from the concept of a typical
hotel, The Westin Resort and Spa’s rooms
resonate a homey and warm interior. The light
colours that adorn the walls and the stylishlydecorated room promises rejuvenation and
relaxation. Get cosy at the private balcony
with a cup of tea in hand and immerse in the
scent of the greenery and the salty aroma of
the sea while watching vessels and people
pass by. Then, pamper yourself and catch
up on some alone time with a Heavenly Bath
experience before jumping into their signature
Westin Heavenly Bed® at the end of day.
Rest assured, you will sleep soundly and
consequently feel thoroughly rested the next
morning.

Seasonal Tastes Restaurant

One Bedroom Ocean Suite - Living Area

The Heavenly Spa - Couple Suite

Splash

DINING
The Westin Resort and Spa, Langkawi
is a befitting haven for families and
honeymooners alike. It holds a repertoire of
award-winning culinary venues within the
compound of the resort for the comfort of
its patrons. Wake up and be greeted by a
plethora breakfast spread at the Seasonal
Tastes Restaurant and come dusk, this
restaurant offers its signature, tantalising
buffet dinner. For honeymooners or couples,

Infinity Pool
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we recommend sauntering by the beach,
watching the sunset and then head on over
to Tide restaurant for a cosy dinner for
two. Feel free to shamelessly indulge in the
freshest seafood and cuisines from all over
the globe.
HEAVENLY SPA
Staying true to its name, the Heavenly
Spa was simply, heaven. The entrance
leading to the lobby and the treatment

rooms were just like pathways that led up
to the pearly gates of nirvana. Beyond
those doors, one experiences true meaning
of bliss and resurgence. Akin to Marvel’s
Iron Fists, the masseuses seem to have an
innate power that lies within their hands
when they work their magic on guests,
resulting in requiescence feeling. You will
walk away light, as if you are walking on
a bed of clouds and you will be left feeling
awakened.

Jalan Pantai Dato Syed Omar, Kedah, 07000 Langkawi, Malaysia
Tel: +60 4-960 8888 | www.westinlangkawi.com
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Tel: 03-6201 6553
Tel: 03-6211 7877

Tel: 03-2691 6599

/ 2430 / 2431
03-2179 8082

03-2782 3875

MERCATO CAFE
Lot 1.01.01 & 1.01.02, Level 1,
Pavilion Kuala Lumpur, 168, Bukit
Bintang, 55100 Kuala Lumpur

KOUZU
18, Lorong Datuk Sulaiman 1,
Taman Tun Dr Ismail,
60000 Kuala Lumpur

4, Jln Delima,kl
Tel: 03-2782 3800

03-2148 8744

Sheraton Imperial Hotel
Centre
Tel: 03-8949 6288

03-2614 8056
03-2771 6773
Tel: 03-2142 6636

03-4280 5666

The Resort Cafe
03 - 7495 2009 . Lobby Level,
Sunway Resort Hotel & Spa
*Pork-Free Restaurant

Ampang Water Front

Eight Gourmets Gala (EGG)
017 948 8684 . Suite G-01,
Ground Floor, Pinnacle Annexe,
Persiaran Lagoon, Bandar Sunway,
47500, Selangor

Jasons Food Hall
is a favourite with shoppers, as it
offers an extensive range of fresh and
international food brands.
10am - 10pm daily.

03-2143 1128
Pavillion
Tel: 03-5633 2530

Jalan Bukit Bintang

03-8946 2333

Tel: 03-2697 9312
012-399 0734

10am - 10pm dayly

03-2333 1360

Tel: 03-2786 9333

03-7490 3838
Tel: 03-7730 0333

Hotel . Non-Halal . Private Dining

Tel: 03-2117 3111

Tel: 03-2697 7662

FA S HION DES IGN ER
+
MAKEUP ARTIS T
S AYA P R E P U B L I K
+6016 240 5816
IG SAYAP_REPUBLIK
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N IC C H U NG
PHOTOGRAPHY
WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/NICCHUNGPHOTOGRAPHY
contact@nicchung.com
+6016 826 3131
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Tamarind Springs
03-4256 9300 . Jalan 1 Taman
Tun Abdul Razak, Ampang
Halal . Fine Dining

The Majestic Hotel Kuala Lumpur
5 Jalan Sultan Hishamuddin, 50000 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
03-2785 8000
www.majestickl.com

The St. Regis Kuala Lumpur
03-2727 1111 . Jalan Stesen Sentral 2,
Kuala Lumpur Sentral . From RM850

Tatsu Japanese Restaurant
03-2782 6118
Ampang Park
InterContinental Hotel
Halal . Casual Dining . C9
Raja Chulan
Kokufu
Sri Pan Pacific KL
Nobu Kuala Lumpur
03-2164 5084 . Menara 3 Petronas
Persiaran KLCC . Fine Dining
Fukuya Restaurant
03-2144 1022 . 9, Jalan Delima,
Imbi, Kuala Lumpur . Casual Dining
Haru Japanese Restaurant
03-2011 8783 . 124A, Jalan Kasah,
Medan Damansara . Casual Dining

Yuzu
03-2284 7663 . The Gardens,
Mid Valley City . Casual Dining

03-2782 6000
Tao (chi)

03-2718 6868

Hotel Capitol Kuala Lumpur
03-21437000 . Jalan Bulan Off
Jalan Bukit Bintang
. www.capitol.com.my
Aloft Kuala Lumpur Sentral
03-2723 1000
Jalan Stesen Sentral

Seri Pacific Hotel Kuala Lumpur
03-4042 5555 Jalan Putra PWTC
Zende (Int’l), Kokufu (Jap), lounge to Chereza
From RM198++ to RM3,000 B5
www.seripacifichotel.com
Grand Hyatt Kuala Lumpur
03-2182 1234 Jalan Pinang
KLCC JP Teres (Malaysian),
THIRTY8 (International), Poolside
From RM550 - RM5610
www.kualalumpur.grand.hyatt.com

Nook (International), MAI Bar (Bar
Menu), w xyz(SM) Bar (Cocktails &
Snacks) From RM270 - RM388
www.starwoodhotels.com/alofthotels
03-2020 5499

03-2267 1111

Philea Mines Beach Resort

Sunway Resort Hotel & Spa
Sama-Sama Hotel KLIA
03-8787 3333

.

Degrees (Int), Traveller’s Bar & Grill,
Palmz Lounge (Wn) From RM570++
www.samasamahotels.com

Flavours Restaurant (Int’l), Green
Treats Delicatessen (Int’l), T@ste 6
Restaurant (Int’l) From470+

.

Pullman Kuala Lumpur

Istana Negara, Jalan Duta
Located along Jalan Duta, it is the official residence of Malaysia’s king since
Nov 11, 2011. Influenced by both Islamic and traditional Malay architecture,
this unique structure is the latest addition
to the country’s architectural wonders.
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03-2162 2233

03-20201708

Makana Restaurant
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MUSEUMS
03-2331 7007

03-2274 6542

Bank Negara Malaysia Museum and Art Gallery Sasana Kijang
No. 2, Jalan Dato Onn, 50480 Kuala Lumpur
Opening Hours: 10am to 6pm daily
For Enquiries Call: 03-9179 2784

6.00pm . F4
03-2693 0191

University of Malaya Art Gallery (UMAG)
Tingkat 5, Bangunan Canseleri, Universiti Malaya, Petaling Jaya
Tel: 03-79671061
Opening Hours: 9.00am to 4.00pm
Closed on: Saturday and Sunday

03-2094 1222

Berjaya Times Square Theme Park
1 Jalan Imbi, Level 5 & 7, Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 03-2117 3118
Sunway Lagoon Theme Park
3 Jalan Pjs 11/11, Bandar Sunway,
Petaling Jaya . Tel: 03-5639 0000

Craft Complex
03- 2164 8344
Raja Chulan • 63, Jalan Conlay. •
Showcases ethnic handicrafts, batik
printing and pottery from the 13 states
of Malaysia. • Opens 9am- 6pm daily.
• E9 FREE

Telekom Museum
03-2031 9966
Raja Chulan • Jalan Raja Chulan
• Displays interesting exhibits of
telephones and evolution of their
designs over the years.
• Opens 9am-5pm. Closed on Mondays
• E6 FREE

Sultan Abdul Samad Building
Masjid Jamek • Jln Sultan
Hishamuddin • Also known as the Big
Ben of KL, this historical landmark and
heritage building is well known for its
Moghul architecture dating back to
1897. Originally the offices of the Colonial
Secretariat, it then housed the Supreme
Court. • E5

PETRONAS Twin Towers
03- 2615 8188
KLCC • KL City Centre • The
88-storey Petronas Twin Towers stand at
451.9 metres. Seated in the heart of KL
and amidst a 50-hectare landscaped
park, a skybridge on the 41st floor is
open to visitors between 9am-7pm
daily, closed on Monday • D8

03-2267 1111

Genting Highlands Theme Park
Genting Highlands Resort
Tel: 03-2718 1118
District 21
Level 1, IOI City Mall, Putrajaya
Tel: 03-8328 8888

Galeri Tenaga
Wisma TNB, Jalan Timur, Petaling Jaya
Tel : +603-2296 5566
Fax : +603-2282 3274
Opening Hours: Monday – Friday : 10 am – 3 pm.

03-2092 1150

RM 32 for adults and RM11 for children
3 to 12 years old

KL Lifestyle Art Space

31 Jalan Utara, 46200 Petaling Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia
Tel: +603 2093 2668, +603 2094 2668
Email: info@mediate.com.my
Open Monday - Friday, 10am - 7pm
(Closed on Weekends and Public Holidays)
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5B
2D
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Galleriwan
Islamic Arts Museum Malaysia
Islamic Exhibition Centre
Malaysian Armed Forces Museum
MISC Museum

5A
1D
3C
1D

Royal Malaysian Air Force Museum
Royal Malaysian Police Museum
Telekom Museum
Tun Abdul Razak Memorial

4B
4B
5B
5B

EMBASSIES
Australia
Bolivia
Britain
Finland

5B
5D
5C
5D
3C

France
Indonesia
Japan
Kuwait
Mexico

4C
3B
5C
5C
5B

New Zealand
Pakistan
Philippines
Singapore
United States of America

5B
5B
4D
3A
4D
2C
5B
2C
2E

ENTERTAINMENT/SHOPPING
Ampang Park Complex
Ampang Plaza
Berjaya Times Square
Big A Supermarket
Bukit Bintang Plaza
Campbell Shopping Complex
City Square
Coliseum Restaurant
Duty Free Emporium

4D
3D
4D
4D
3D
4D
3D
4D
2B
4D

Imbi Plaza
S & M Plaza
Shaw Parade
Kuala Lumpur Plaza
Kota Raya
Lot 10
Mydin Emporium
Pavilion Cinema
Pertama Complex
Pudu Cinema

5E
2A
2C
5E
4D
4D
4D
4B
2A
4C

Pudu Plaza
Putra World Trade Centre (PWTC)
Sogo
Star Cinema
Star Hill
Sun Complex
Sungei Wang Plaza
Suria KLCC
The Mall
The Weld

BUS, TAXI, RAILWAY
STATIONS, POST OFFICE
5B AAM (Automobile Association
of Malaysia)
2D General Post Office
2E KL Sentral (main transport terminal)

2D
2E
4C
2B
2A
3D

Klang Bus Station
Kuala Lumpur Railway Station
Malaysia Airlines
Medan Mara Bus Station
Pekeliling Bus Station
Puduraya Bus & Taxi Station

2A Putra Bus Stand
2D Traffic Polis HQ
STAR LRT Station
PUTRA LRT Station

HOTELS
Agora Hotel
Allson Genesis Hotel
Berjaya Times Square Hotel
Bintang Warisan Hotel
Brisdale Hotel
Carcosa Seri Negara
Cardogan
Centra Hotel & Apartments
Champagne
Chamtan
China Town Inn
City Villa Kuala Lumpur
Concorde Hotel
Kuala Lumpur
Corona Inn Kuala Lumpur
Corus Hotel Kuala Lumpur
Crown Plaza Mutiara Hotel
Crown Princess Kuala Lumpur
Dorsett Regency
Kuala Lumpur
Dynasty Hotel Kuala Lumpur
Emerald
Eastern
Elegant Inn
Federal Hotel Kuala Lumpur
First Business Inn
Fortuna Hotel
Furama Hotel
Garden City
Grand Central Hotel
Grand Centrepoint Hotel
Grand Continental Hotel

2A
4D
3A
3C
4C

Grand Pacific Hotel
Grand Plaza Parkroyal
Grand Seasons Hotel
Hotel Champagne
Hotel Equatorial
Kuala Lumpur
Hotel Grand Maya
Hotel Grand Olympic
Kuala Lumpur
Hotel Istana
Hotel Malaya
Hotel Maluri
Hotel Midah
Hotel Nikko Kuala Lumpur
Hotel Nova
Hotel Putra
JW Marriott Hotel
Kuala Lumpur
Katari Hotel
KL Lodge Hotel
Kowloon Hotel
Kuala Lumpur Hilton
Kuala Lumpur International Hotel
Le Meridien
Malaysia
Mandarin Court Kuala Lumpur
Mandarin Oriental
Kuala Lumpur
Mandarin Pacific Hotel
Melia Kuala Lumpur
Micasa Hotel
Mirama Hotel
Orkid Hotel

2C
3B
2B
3D
2B
3C
2B
4D
4C

HOSPITALS
3D Chinese Maternity Hospital
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3E
5E
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2A
4D
3D
4C
2C
1E
3A
1E
4D
3E
4B
3D
4D
5B
3E
4D

3B
3B
5B
3D
3D
4D
2E
2A
2A
2B
4D
5D
2A
5E
4D
2A
2E
3D

Palace Hotel
Paradise B&B
Prescott Inn
Puduraya Hotel
Quality Hotel City Centre
Renaissance Kuala Lumpur
Residence Hotel
Royale Bintang
Shangri-La Hotel
Kuala Lumpur
Sheraton Imperial
Kuala Lumpur
Stanford Hotel Kuala Lumpur
Sucasa Service Apartments
Swiss-Garden Hotel
Kuala Lumpur
Swiss-Inn Kuala Lumpur
The Coronade Hotel
Kuala Lumpur
The Heritage Station Hotel
The Legend Hotel
The Pan Pacific Hotel
Kuala Lumpur
The Plaza Hotel Kuala Lumpur
The Regent Kuala Lumpur
The Ritz-Carlton
Vistana Hotel Kuala Lumpur
Wenworth Hotel
Westin Hotel
Wira Hotel Kuala Lumpur
Wisma YMCA
YWCA
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Seremban & South

2D Tanglin Dispensary
3D Tung Shin Hospital

Tel: 03-2164 3929

2E Stesen Sentral Kuala Lumpur, Lot 21, Level 2, Arrival Hall, Kuala Lumpur City Terminal,
Cone

J. Pee

Hotel
Maluri

J. Wir

a

3A Kuala Lumpur Hospital
3A National Heart Institute

i TOURIST INFORMATION CENTRES
2A Putra World Trade Centre, Level 2, 45, Jalan Tun Ismail, 50480 Kuala Lumpur. Tel: 03-4041 1295
4C Malaysia Tourism Centre (MTC), 109 Jalan Ampang, 50450 Kuala Lumpur.
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Stesen KL Sentral, 50050 Kuala Lumpur. Tel: 03-2274 3135
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GETTING TO THE AIRPORT
KLIA Ekspres: The journey takes
about 30 minutes from KL Sentral and the
fare is RM35 per person per way. There
is also check-in facility at KL Sentral for
some airlines.
Taxi: The fare from the city centre to
the airport is RM90 – RM120 per taxi.
Eco Transit: Eco Transit can accommodate up to 5 adults and has a fixed
fare of RM130/ trip.
Limousine: Can be arranged with
the hotel concierge and fare range from
RM100 – RM200.

COACHES TO KLIA AND/OR LCCT
•
•
•
•

Airport Coach - +603-6203 3067
Sky Bus - +6016-217 6950
Aerobus - +603-3344 8828
The Star Shuttle - +603-4043 8811

TRANSPORTATION
Air Travel

• Kuala Lumpur International Airport
+603-8776 2000
• Domestic Airport - Subang
+603-7845 3245
• Kuala Lumpur City Air Terminal
+603-2267 8000

Domestic Airlines

• MAS +603-2161 0555
• MAS Reservation Number
+603-8890 3702
• AirAsia +603-2171 9333
• Berjaya Air +603-7847 1338
• FireFly +603-7845 4543
• Malindo Air +603-7841 5388

Rail

•
•
•
•
•

KL Sentral 03-2274 7435
KLIA Ekspres 03-2267 8000
KTM 03-2267 1200
Rapid KL 03-7885 2585
KL Monorail 03-2273 1888

•
•
•
•
•

Galaxy Asia 012-368 0117
AVIS +603-5885 2300
ORIX Auto +603-9284 7799
Eazy Peezy +6011-1166 6545
WS Rent-A-Car 03-4256 6999

•
•
•
•
•

Sunlight Cab +603-9200 1166
Public Cab +603-6259 2929
MyTeksi +601-300-80-5858
Saujana Teksi +6011-1929 0976
Grab Malaysia +601-300-80-5858

Car Rental

Taxis

Emergency Services

• KL Tourist Police (24 hours)
03-2166 8322
• Police & Ambulance
999 or 112 (mobile phones)
• Fire & Rescue 994
• KL City Council 03-2691 6011

Tourism Offices

• Ministry Of Tourism Malaysia
+60 3-2161 5161
• Pusat Pelancongan Malaysia (MATIC)
+60 3-9235 4827
• Tourism Malaysia +603-8891 8000
• Melaka +60 6-288 1549
• Putrajaya Tourism Malaysia State Office
+60 3-2615 8188

©2016 Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Preferred Guest, SPG, Le Méridien
and their logos are the trademarks of Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc., or its affiliates.

Links you to 40 attractions around the
city with 22 designated stops. 8.30am
to 8.30pm. Ticket: RM38 with discounts
for locals, senior citizens, students and
children. 03-2691 1382

Jelatek

LALUAN PELABUHAN KLANG

By Buses

KL Hop-on/Hop-off Bus Service

Setiawangsa

43

Shah Alam

Buses serve all parts of Kuala Lumpur with
fares beginning from RM1. Some hotels
also offer free bus shuttle services to major
shopping malls in the city.

Batu Kentonmen

SEREMBAN LINE

By Ecovans

Ecovans can accommodate up to 5
passengers. They serve mainly guests at
major hotels and follow the fare structure
of taxis but charge RM4 instead of RM2
for the first kilometre.

Wangsa Maju
Sri Rampai

Sungai Buloh

(Ka ala
m kS
pu e
ng la
Ba ta
ru n
Sa
lak
Se
lata
n)

8
9

Kampung Batu

9

Kuang

Seri
Setia

Taxis are easily available at hotels or at
taxi stands. Fares start at RM3 for the first
kilometre and RM0.25 for every 115
metres thereon. There is a 50% surcharge
on the metered fare from midnight to
6am and a baggage charge of RM2 per
piece stored in the boot. There is also an
additional RM1 for 3rd passenger (maximum 4 in a car). For an extra charge of
RM2, you can book a taxi by phone.

Taman Melati

Serendah

Setia
Jaya

By Taxis

Taman Wahyu

Rasa
Batang Kali

Subang
Jaya

The KL monorail and LRT coaches are
air-conditioned and comfortable and
run from 6am to midnight. The systems
are connected to each other at several
points and the network covers most parts
of the city. Fares range from RM0.90 to
RM2.80 per single journey.

5

Kuala Kubu Bharu

Se
pu
te
h

Getting around in Kuala Lumpur
is easy. The transit systems
are efficient, taxis are plenty
and buses are cheap. The public
transportation usage peak
hours are from 7am to 9am and
4.30pm to 6.30pm during the
working days.

SALE XXVIII

SUNDAY 30 JULY 2017, 1PM

AUCTION VENUE: KLAS @ JALAN UTARA

(I) Man with Possessions, 1964
Oil on canvas 122 x 122 cm
(II) Study for Man with Possessions, 1964
Gouache on magazine page laid to card
24 x 24.8 cm
RM 480,000 - RM 650,000

For enquiries:
LYDIA TEOH +60192609668
SHAMIL A +60193337668
info@mediate.com.my
KL AS, 31 Jalan Utara, 46200 Petaling Jaya, Selangor

